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BRIEFLY 
Campus 
Raffle sponsored: The 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization 
will be raffling off a hot air balloon 
ride at an outdoor concert outside the 
Student Services Building between 4 
and 7 p.m. today. Tickets may be 
purchased for 50 cents apiece or $2 for 
five. 
The winner does not need to be 
present and the ride can be scheduled 
between April 1 and Oct. 31,1990. 
Freshman produce: In an 
all-freshman cast, the University 
production of Jon Jory's' 'University'' 
will open today at 8 p.m. in the Joe E. 
Brown Theatre. A series of "playlets" 
look at campus life from freshman 
orientation to graduation. The 
production will also be staged at 8 p.m 
Oct. 12,13, and 14 with a 2 p.m. 
presentation on Oct. 15. 
Reserved seat tickets are $3 each. 
Series continues: The 
Faculty Artist Series continues today 
at 8 p.m. when trombonist Paul Hunt 
will play on Bryan Recital Hall. Hunt 
will be assisted by pianist Richard 
Cioffari and will include 
"Colloquy,"by William Goldstein,"... 
and then, towards the end...," by 
Doanld Erb, "Suite," by Axel 
Jorgensen and "The Weldon Polka," 
by Gardell Simons. 
The concert is free. 
Sculpture displayed: A 
free intricate wood sculpture display 
by Robert Gartzka will begin today 
through Oct. 20 at the University's 
Fine Arts Gallery. In addition, 
Gartzka will be collaborating on an 
on-site project entitiled, "The Rain 
Forest  with a group of young artists 
from the community. Gallery hours 
are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2 
to 5 p.m. on Sundays. 
State 
Minister charged: A 
Cinicinnati Baptist minister pleaded 
innocent Tuesday to charges that he 
raped a woman who lives in an 
apartment building the clergyman 
owns. The Rev. Floyd Brown, 55, 
pleaded innocent at his arraignment 
in Hamilton County Municipal Court. 
He is pastor at St. Stephens 
Missionary Baptist Church in 
Cincinnati. He is free after having 
pledged $25,000 on a property bond. 
Police allege Brown made sexual 
advances to tne victim while he was 
collecting rent Wednesday at her 
Cincinnati apartment. The victim told 
police that when she refused his 
advances, Brown struck her on the 
side of the face and raped her. 
Policeman arrested: A 
former Ohio and Tennessee police 
officer in Withamsville, Ohio is 
believed to be associated with the 
slay ings of two men whose bodies 
were found six months ago in a house 
with guns and drugs. Timothy 
Creighton, 35, hasbeen charged with 
two counts of aggravated murder and 
one count of aggravated robbery in 
the shooting of Kevin Worthington 
and RobertDaugherty. He is awaiting 
arraignment and a bond hearing. 
"The motive, we believe, was a 
drug rip-off," Union Township Police 
Chief Russell Willis said. 
Nation 
School bombed: A bomb 
blew up for the second day in a row in 
an Anderson, Ind., high school, 
causing minor damage but no injuries 
and cancelling classes for 1,200 
students. A pipe bomb exploded in a 
hallway outside the auditorium at 
Anderson High School at about 7:30 
a.m. Several students and teachers 
were in the building, but classes were 
not scheduled to begin until 8 a.m. 
The bombings are under 
investigation by local police. 
Alarm malfunctions: A 
malfunctioning alarm system slowed 
firefighters' response to a nursing 
home blaze as the death toll rose from 
nine to 11. The alarm at Hillhaven 
Rehabilitation and Convalescent 
Center should have been 
automatically relayed to the fire 
department, Fire Marshall Carl 
Welch said. Because of a blown fuse in 
the control box when the fire broke 
out, the alarm malfunctioned. After 
four emergency 911 phone calls, it 
took the tire department four minutes 
to respond. 
"The alarm never left the 
building," Welch said. 
Compiled from local and AP 
wire reports 
Communist talks held 
Events show breakthrough in hard-line stance 
by Glrard C. Steichen 
Associated Press writer 
BERLIN — Communist officials met opposition 
leaders in Dresden and talks were expected soon in 
Leipzig in the first sign of a shift In the East German 
government's hard-line stance, news reports said 
Tuesday. 
Prominent Lutheran official Hans Otto Furian, 
meanwhile, said in East Berlin that the Communist 
Party' 'must give up its grip on total power." 
There were increasing signs of willingness Tues- 
day by some Communist Party officials to talk with 
pro-democracy activists. But East German leader 
Erich Honecker reiterated his hard-line stance. 
Also Tuesday, there were conflicting reports as to 
whether the Lutheran Church had taken up a dia- 
logue with the central government or whether the 
contacts remained on the local level. 
West Germany's ZDF television network, quoting 
high-level church sources, said that "talks had begun 
with central offices" in the East German govern- 
ment about the unrest. It did not elaborate or identify 
theparticipants. 
ZDF said talks between local Communist leaders 
in Leipzig and pro-democracy activists also are set 
to begin. It gave no timetable. 
Talks between Communist officials and opposition 
activists already have been held in Dresden. 
West German radio reported Dresden's mayor, 
Wolfgang Berghofer, told activists that all demon- 
strators who are still jailed "who were not accused of 
violence would be freed." 
Several hundred people, and possibly thousands, 
were arrested in weekend demonstrations. 
Communist officials in Dresden first met with op- 
position leaders on Monday. Berghofer said another 
meeting was scheduled for next week. 
The 77-year-old Honecker has given no indication 
he is about to change his hard-line ways. 
In a meeting Monday with Chinese Vice Prime 
Minister Yao Yilin, Honecker repeated allegations 
that Western "Imperialists" are poised to threaten 
his country. 
Honecker and Yao recalled the events of June in 
Beijing, when troops crushed a pro-democracy 
movement. 
"In this respect, there is a fundamental lesson to 
be learned from the counterrevolutionary revolt in 
Beijing and the present defamation campaign 
against the GDR (East Germany) and other Socialist 
states," ADN said. 
Toledo checks 
electric rates 
by Mitch Weiss 
Associated Press writer 
TOLEDO — The City Council agreed Tuesday to 
set up a board to scrutinize Toledo Edison's opera- 
tions, a move that could result in lower electricity 
rates for residents. 
Council approved a plan to set up the 15-member 
board to study the feasibility of setting up a munici- 
pal power system and determine whether Toledo 
Edison's franchise with the city should be modified 
to allow for competition. 
The vote came after a series of public hearings 
over the past month. 
"It's a big victory for consumers in Toledo, for all 
the people who circulated and signed the petitions," 
said Jennifer O'Donnell, leader of the coalition Cam- 
paign for Lower Electric Rates and director of the 
Toledo chapter of the non-profit consumer advocacy 
group Ohio Citizen Action. 
Toledo Edison spokesman Rick Kelly said the 
company will challenge the issue in court. But he 
said he didn't know when the city would file a law- 
suit. 
"We are obligated to take whatever legal steps are 
D See Electric, page 3. 
Strategies 
aim to fight 
drug trade 
by Monte Hayes 
Associated Press writer 
ICA, Peru — The leaders of Peru, Co- 
lombia and Bolivia conferred in this 
desert city Tuesday, guarded by 
thousands of police and soldiers, on a 
common strategy against the multibil- 
lion-dollar cocaine trade in their An- 
dean nations. 
President Alan Garcia of Peru met 
Presidents Virgilio Barco of Colombia 
and Jaime Paz Zaniora of Bolivia at an 
air force base near Pisco. 45 miles 
northwest of lea. They flew fay helicop- 
ter to the Las Dunas hotel outside this 
city of 350,000 in the coastal desert 185 
miles southeast of Lima. 
An army battalion of 300 guarded the 
hotel, which is surrounded by extensive 
gardens. Three thousand plainclothes 
policemen circulated in the city. 
Heavy security was ordered in case 
of attacks by the Shining Path, a Ma- 
oist guerrilla group that has fought 
Peruvian governments since 1980. 
A bomb exploded before dawn Tues- 
day in Trujillo, a northern city where 
five Latin American foreign ministers 
were meeting to prepare the agenda for 
a summit of the Group of Eight coun- 
tries that begins Wednesday in lea. 
It went oft at the offices of a public 
housing agency, damaging the building 
but causing no injuries. Police said no 
group claimed responsibility. 
Ica suffered two brief blackouts 
Tuesday morning, but officials said 
technical problems causes them, not 
sabotage. 
D See Drug, page 7. 
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The Search Is On 
Jeff Houdeshell. senior, speaks with Owens-Corning representative Karil Vose at the University Placement Services EXPO 
'89 Tuesday afternoon. EXPO '89 took place in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom and featured representatives from more than 
120 businesses and organizations. 
Waste plan opted 
Recommendations for first phase approved 
by James A. Tinker 
staff writer 
Although the majority of campus in- 
cinerators are believed to be environ- 
mentally unsafe, the Solid Waste Man- 
agement Task Force wants to keep 
them operating. 
Members of the task force are at- 
tempting to devise methods to efficien- 
tly dispose of solid waste and believe 
incinerators are needed to do so. 
The University operates 14 incin- 
erators, and the ten in Kreischer and 
Harshman plus one in the Univeristy 
Union are probably not meeting cur- 
rent emission standards, said Robert 
Martin, vice-president of operations. 
James Corbitt, co-chair of the task 
force, said he also doubts all the incin- 
erators are meeting current standards, 
but official tests have not been con- 
ducted because of the cost — $22,500 to 
$30 000. 
However, by simply observing mat- 
ter emitted from the incinerators they 
do not appear to be destroying refuse 
properly, he said. 
David Heinlen, registered santarian 
and task force member, said there was 
little reason to spend funds for testing 
when the results are already suspec- 
ted. 
"It's better to presume the worst and 
begin working on meeting emission 
standards," he said. 
Permits granted by the Environmen- 
tal Protection Agency to operate the 
incinerators will be up for renewal this 
month, he said. 
"We're asking an extension on incin- 
erator permits be granted until a viable 
waste management strategy is imple- 
mented," Corbitt said. 
A formal request for permit exten- 
sion was given to the Northwest Ohio 
EPA Tuesday and Heinlen said he ex- 
pects approval this week. The exten- 
sion would, in effect, be an informal 
permit renewal for about one to three 
years. 
"We're asking an 
extension on 
incinerator permits be 
granted until a viable 
waste management 
strategy is 
implemented." 
--James Corbitt, Co-Chair 
Waste Management Task 
Force 
Heinlen believes the request will be 
granted because of past and continuing 
University efforts to manage refuse 
and meet standards. 
Dean Twining, EPA air pollution 
control unit, said he will review the ap- 
Slication. but would not speculate on 
le likelihood of granting the request. 
Several University incinerators are 
"borderline," in meeting current air 
pollution standards, he said. 
Grounds Coordinator Randall Gallier 
D See Waste, page 7. 
More time required 
for doctoral degree 
by John Meola 
staff writer 
With the tremendous growth of in- 
formation in the world today, doctoral 
candidates have more to learn and are 
taking more time to learn it. 
"I think it takes longer than 20 years 
ago," said Denise Trauth, associate 
dean of the graduate college. 
"In the past the model was a year to 
get the master's and about three more 
to get a doctorate," she said. "In the 
past five to 10 years, it took longer to 
get both degrees. Now people take two 
Sears to get toe master's and about 
ourtogetthePh.D." 
For a student to receive a doctoral 
degree from the University, 90 more 
hours beyond the undergraduate level 
must be taken. 
"Typically, the last 16 (hours) are 
credit for writing the dissertation," she 
said. 
The dissertation is a piece of original 
research in the student's field the 
length of a book. 
"It shows the person has mastered 
her discipline and is capable of inde- 
pendent thinking," Trauth said. "The 
dissertation must answer questions no 
one else has answered." 
One of the reasons it takes longer to 
get a Ph.D., she said, is because of 
research expectations. 
"Research expectations are higher 
today than they were 20 years ago, and 
also course expectations are higher," 
she said. "The world is more com- 
plex." 
For doctoral students in biology, bo 
credit hours are needed for a Ph!D. Of 
that 60, half must be coursework and 
the other half must be in lab work, ac- 
cording to Don Deters, assistant 
professor of biology. 
"Typically I don't know any case 
where a person did a Ph.D. in less than 
three years," he said. "On the average, 
I think it takes four." 
Candidates in biology must also meet 
a foreign language requirement, he 
said. 
"It's either a foreign language or a 
computer language," ne said. 
The dissertation — which can run 
from 60 to 100 pages — must be ap- 
proved by a doctoral dissertation 
committee and the student must defend 
the work after it is written, Deters said. 
"Almost all scientific dissertations 
are broken down into four sections," he 
said. "There is the introduction, then 
materials and methodology. The third 
section is what did you find, and the 
fourth section is where you relate your 
findings to the big picture." 
About five people get a doctoral de- 
gree in biology from the University 
each year, Deters said. 
But is the dissertation necessary? 
The New York Times reported last 
month that universities will be facing a 
faculty shortage in the next decade and 
some scholars suggested in the news- 
paper that the dissertation process 
either be eliminated or shortened. 
One doctoral student in English here 
See Ph.D, page 3. 
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Statutes need 
to be decisive 
I 
cide. 
t is all a matter of life or death. 
And it is up to the U.S. government to de- 
For pro-choice abortion activists and pro-life ac- 
tivists alike, the argument of whether abortion 
should be legalized has obviously been a major is- 
sue even long before the Roe vs. Wade decision. 
Over the summer, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 
to give jurisdiction to state legislatures to be able to 
severely restrict abortion within individual states. 
Most recently, public hearings have been sched- 
uled to begin on a Senate bill which would require 
parental consent before an abortion could be per- 
formed on minors and a vote on the bill is expected 
by the middle of this month. 
Deciding to outlaw abortion or to make abortion 
legal is fine. 
Requiring parental consent or not requiring it is 
fine, too. 
However, if the federal government is going to 
create a statute, it should suck to it instead of mak- 
ing stipulations and causing an uproar among op- 
posing groups. 
Apparently, not everyone is going to be pleased 
with a decision on such a sensitive topic as abor- 
tion. But the government must remain firm on any 
decision it chooses to make, and by doing so the 
fight between opposing groups will eventually de- 
cline and both sides wilThave to deal with the de- 
cision. 
If this bill is adopted, minors wishing to get an 
abortion need to get consent from both parents or 
two guardians. If they are not able to get consent, 
they will be able to apply for an anonymous judicial 
waiver which grant the minor a right to an abortion 
or not. 
Atlantis launch 
protesters unfair 
The countdown continues. 
And unless U.S. District Judge Oliver Gasch 
rules otherwise, the space shuttle Atlantis will take 
off as planned at 1:29 p.m. Thursday. 
Unnecessary courtroom controversy was spur- 
red by Galileo, a nuclear-powered space probe to be 
deployed by Atlantis' astronauts toward Jupiter. 
Launch opponents sought a restraining order on the 
flight because that probe is fueled by about 50 
pounds of plutonium. 
Should anything similar to the Challenger disas- 
ter happen to the Atlantis, these anti-nuclear acti- 
vists contend that cancer-causing plutonium parti- 
cles would be spread over a large area of east- 
central Florida. 
Their intentions are good, but their protests are 
unjustified. 
The chances of an explosion on takeoff, according 
to NASA, are slim. And if in fact one does occur, the 
chances of the plutonium containers bursting are 
even slimmer. In tests, the containers have en- 
dured greater pressures than those produced in the 
Challenger accident. 
In addition, similar devices have flown on 22 
other U.S. spacecraft without a problem. 
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Viewpoint R. Errol Lam 
Diversity efforts need strength 
Bowling Green State Universi- 
ty is striving toward one of its 
officially stated objectives for 
the 1990s, that of creating, main- 
taining and enhancing cultural 
diversity on campus. In order to 
achieve diversity, members of 
this University must sustain a 
strong and vigorous effort. For 
success to be achieved admin- 
istrators, faculty, staff and stu- 
dents must enforce and commit 
to a firm anti-racist, anit-sexist 
stance. This stance is a neces- 
sary forerunner of diversity, es- 
pecially at a predominantly 
white institution. 
A number of advertisements 
appeared in The BG News (one 
on Sept. 15 and two on Sept. 22), 
which should be cause for alarm 
to those who are committted to 
cultural diversity. These ads are 
in direct contradiction to the 
effort for cultural diversity. A 
Sept. IS ad has been interpreted 
as a black person's face al- 
though said by BG News editors 
to be the face of a gorilla. An- 
other ad on Sept. 22 was that of a 
black woman with the words 
"Me Crazy" printed under- 
neath. To understand the poten- 
tial negative effect of this ad 
does not require great insight 
and The BG News correctly apo- 
logized for this ad in the Sept. 26 
issue. Another ad in the same 
newspaper was used to publicize 
a "Rastafarian Roommate 
Revenge." The point of this ad 
was that the ultimate revenge 
against your roommate was to 
set him up with a Rastafarian 
date. This latter ad represented 
racist, sexist and anti-religious 
aggressions against a culture 
that exists among us here in the 
United States. Even though 
these ads were claimed to be 
published with no malicious in- 
tent, they reflect a disregard for 
the feelings of those we do not 
understand, rather than the at- 
tempt to appreciate unique sub- 
cultures. The University com- 
munity members who have de- 
fended the responsible parties 
and especially those who have 
remained silent, do an injustice 
to the perpetrators as weU as to 
Fatman 
the victims. 
Information about the Rasta- 
farian religion has been pro- 
vided by Ricardo Frazer, a Ja- 
maican graduate student. Upon 
request he stated that the Rasta- 
farian religion is best viewed 
from the perspective of African 
theology. He explained that 
from the African perspective, 
religion is not one dimension of 
life but rather all of life is reli- 
gion. This perspective incorpor- 
ates both the rational and the ir- 
rational into the Rastafarian 
view of reality. A reality which 
includes "spirits" as well as 
humans is perfectly logical from 
the Rastafarian perspective. 
The Rastafarian religion has 
been influenced by Christianity 
primarily through the Baptists 
and the Wesley ans. Frazer re- 
ported that black Jamaican 
Creachers such as George lisle, 
loses Baker, George Bibb and 
George Lewis integrated Chris- 
tianity into their Ethiopian- 
based African beliefs. Although 
not a preacher, Marcus Garvey 
was one of the most influential 
proponents of "Ethiopianism." 
The essence of his teaching was 
that each individual should 
strive for compassion, humility, 
love, and harmony. The formal 
institution of this belief system 
is the Ethiopian Coptic church. 
Frazer added that strict adher- 
ence to formal structure is un- 
necessary from a Rastafarian 
perspective since all of life is a 
religion. He also stated that 
modern Rastafarians are a peo- 
ple in need of unity who are dis- 
persed upon the world landscape 
as bearers of light and truth. 
Therefore, it is concluded that 
Rastafarians present a perspec- 
tive that is of value to a commu- 
nity seeking cultural diversity. 
Also that racist, sexist, anti- 
religious ads appear in the 
major campus newspaper indi- 
cates that sensitivity at BGSU 
leaves much to be desired. 
Members of different cultures 
can not flourish in a community 
hostile to their existence. Until 
this outdated mentality is dis- 
credited and eliminated, any at- 
tempt to achieve cultural di- 
versity on campus will be sti- 
fled. People in the Caribbean 
say "nun respect due" when 
granting respect to someone or 
something. In Bowling Green, it 
is appropriate to say "nuff re- 
spect is definitely overdue" to 
people of color. The key question 
remains: how long will this situ- 
ation continue ? Only we at 
BGSU can determine the an- 
swer. 
R. Errol Lam 
LETTERS 
Rudeness disrupts sports event 
To the Editor, 
I would like to personally 
thank the Alpha Delta Pi soror- 
ity for Saturday's (Oct. 7) dis- 
Kay of rudeness at their softball 
urnament. I am a member of 
the cross-country team and I 
was ashamed at the inconsider- 
ate behavior of the softball 
game played right in front of the 
starting line. First of all, the rest 
of the team and I did not appre- 
ciate the group that swore at the 
16 teams that came from Michi- 
gan and Ohio to run here at 
Bowling Green. Second, the girl 
who felt she had the right to 
walk up to the visiting teams 
and tell them that they could not 
warm up there has much to 
leam! 
We are a varsity sport and we 
have priority over that field 
when we have a scheduled meet. 
It would have taken only patien- 
ce and consideration for the Al- 
pha Delts to move the game for 
10 minutes. Not only did this per* 
formance make the Greek 
system look pathetic, but also it 
made the University look dis- 
courteous. The cross-country 
team had to apologise to the 
other teams foryour disgusting 
mannerisms. We are holding the 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships and I pray there 
is not a repeat performance. 
Andrea Rombes 
1007 Offenhauer West 
Both sides should be advertised 
To the Editor, 
I enjoy reading The BG News 
daily. I find the newspaper very 
informative and interesting. But 
I strongly disagree- with an ad 
which is printed daily in the 
classifieds of the newspaper. 
This ad reads, "Abortion, Morn- 
ing After Treatment. Proud to 
be Pro-choice," promotes abor- 
tion, and provides information 
for women seeking abortions. I 
feel that if a woman "chooses" 
to abort her baby, she should be 
responsible for searching out 
her own services. 
I do understand that The BG 
News itself may not agree with 
this ad, but I feel that if they 
choose to print a pro-choice ad. 
they should also print an ad 
which reflects the pro-life 
movement. 
Wendy Harris 
339Dunbar 
Respond 
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Mac Worker BG News/Brock Vlsnlch 
Clinical Experience Lab Employee Diane Koepp, senior, enters lab usage data into a Macintosh computer. 
The Clinical Lab operates a lab in 106 Eppler North and in the Life Science Building. "It's designed specif- 
ically for education majors. They have to spend 300 hours in the lab," said Cindy Wlchman, Audio-Visual 
Supervisor. Any University student can use the lab with a valid student ID.  
Electric  
D Continued from page 1. 
necessary to protect our rights 
and, more specifically, the fran- 
chise issue," he said. 
There is a provision in the or- 
dinance that could lead to modi- 
fications in Toledo Edison's 
franchise with the city, he said. 
"That is not acceptable to us. 
We have no choice but to file 
legal action in order to protect 
our franchise rights and possible 
seizure of our property," he 
said. 
Kelly said the company wants 
to negotiate. 
"When you get down to it. the 
only alternative to Toledo 
Edison under state law is to put 
the city in the electric busi- 
ness," he said. "We don't think 
that's a good idea. We don't 
think the public thinks that's a 
good idea. 
Councilman Gene Cook voted 
for the board but expressed res- 
ervations about its legality. He 
urged city officials to become 
involved with the panel. 
Mayor gives speech 
Minority workplace addressed as aid for elderly 
by Michelle Banks 
staff writer 
The growing population of the 
minority and elderly creates a 
need for changes hi the Ameri- 
can workplace, the former 
mayor of San 
Antonio. 
Texas said 
Tuesday 
morning in a 
speech for the 
Career EXPO 
'89. 
neros "the first 
Hispanic citneroi 
mayor elected 
to a major American city, ad- 
dressed an audience of more 
than 500 in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
"The complexion and face of 
America is changing," Cisneros 
said. "And Americans must 
learn how to live with it." 
The elderly, because of their 
numbers, have great political 
power, he said, and they some- 
times have a "panicked respon- 
se" when asked to vote for an in- 
crease in taxes. 
"The general response (of the 
elderly)   is  'Don't   make me 
Xnd more on schools, I have 
iady sent my kids to school." 
he said. 
American society needs to 
make the elderly feel more se- 
cure, and the way to achieve 
that is through the up and com- 
ing minority work force, Cis- 
neros said. 
"The minorities are the salva- 
tion for the country with all the 
young workers coming along," 
he said. 
He explained the young minor- 
ities' role in providing security 
for the elderly when they enter 
the working world. The vast 
number of minorities in the 
work force will provide funds for 
the national social security fund 
and thus aid the elderly. 
National economic survial de- 
pends on how well people learn 
to deal with the changing face of 
America, Cisneros said. 
"In the future the work force 
will contain a greater number of 
minorities and majority stu- 
dents who have not lived with 
minorities, and they will find it 
is a fact they will have to get 
used to," he said. 
In order for society to adjust 
to such changes, a stronger edu- 
cational system must be im- 
plemeted. 
"We must adhere to the prin- 
ciples taught in the Pledge of Al- 
legiance —indivisible, not di- 
vided between black or white," 
he said. 
In addition, college students 
should make the effort to pre- 
pare themselves for the future of 
the work place, he said. 
"If we can adhere to equaltar- 
ian goals, then we can unleash 
the potential in every person." 
Ph.D  
D Continued from page 1. 
said the dissertation is an essen- 
tial pa. i of the Ph.D. and op- 
poses eliminating it. 
"I think if we shorten it we will 
set ourselves up for a lot of trou- 
ble," said Mary Catherine Har- 
Kr. "Putting oneself through 
> dissertation commits oneself 
to the discipline. I'd really be 
reticent to give up that part of 
the process. 
Trauth said the dissertation is 
"absolutely, categorically 
needed." 
"The dissertation is the cap- 
stone of the Ph.D." 
Deters said the dissertation is 
important because it gets people 
into the habit of doing research. 
"You might have to look at 
this discipline by discipline," he 
said. "I think the dissertation is 
a demonstration that the person 
is able to do research." 
He said research is a neces- 
sary element of a competent in- 
structor. 
"In the sciences you've got to 
maintain a familiarity with the 
technology in order to teach," he 
said. 
BG VS. UT - SATURDAY 1:30, PERRY FIELD...ENOUGH SAID? 
ATTENTION 
ALL MINORITY STUDENTS 
Due to unforseen circumstances, 
B.B.C.A. and B.S.U. are extending 
nominations for Homecoming King & 
Queen candidates until Thursday, 
Oct. 12 at 12:00 noon. Ballots are to 
be turned in to The Minority Student 
Activities Office on the 3rd floor in 
the Union.  Ballots may be picked up 
in Minorities Student Activity Office if 
you did not receive one.  Elections 
will be held Friday, Oct. 13 at The 
Greek Show & Dance. 
Typeset Resumes 
'HUNT 
This is not a coupon. 
This is not a special otter. 
This is the regular price 
Conveniently located on 
campus, UniGraphics provides 
resumes in several clean 
business-like formats. 
tor a quality typeset resume   Resumes are typeset in two 
at UniGraphics. to three days and are ready for 
printing. Charges can also be 
applied to your Bursar account. 
That's the special. 
UniGraphics 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
'Price does not include tax Second page $8 00 
i 
PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING 
OLD HEINZ PARKING 
Across Rail Road Tracks from E. Merry Apts. 
$100 one time charge 
Parking now until 5/31/90 
For more information call or stop in at 
Greenbriar Inc. 
224 E. Wooster 
352-0717      
PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING 
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THE BROTHERS OF 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE 
THEIR NEW INITIATES 
JOE CASTELLANO     JOHN McNALLY 
SCOTT CHERRY 
SCOTT EPPERT 
SEAN GALLAGHER 
ERIC LATZ 
CHRIS MONTELLO 
STEVE POKRAJAC 
JAMIE SEEGERT 
EMILIO SOU 
TIM WOLIVER 
AND THEIR 1989 FALL 
PLEDGE CLASS 
DENNIS BLUE RICK KEYES 
DOUG BOLGER JOE PEZZANO 
RYAN CAMPBELL SEAN PUTNEY 
BRIAN DUGGER JAY ROTTINGHAUS 
WALT FULTZ JOHN RUST 
MARK HARRIS JASON ST. PIERRE 
GREG JONES STEVE THOMPSON 
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Book focuses on porters' life 
by Scott Scarborough 
reporter 
Past perspectives on the diffi- 
cult times of black porters are 
the focus of a new motion pic- 
ture and book written by a uni- 
versity professor. 
- Miles of Smiles, Years of 
Struggle is the compilation of 
research of the Pullman railway 
car porters and their union con- 
ducted by Jack Santino, associ- 
ate professor of popular culture. 
The idea for the book sprang ■out of an assignment given to 
Santino when he was the folklife 
specialist at the Smithsonian In- 
stitute, he said. 
• The book details the signifi- 
cance of the porters' union and 
the porters themselves both in 
terms of prestige within the 
black community and their con- 
tributions to the civil rights 
movement. 
"It was a labor union that very 
few people had ever heard of, 
but as it turns out, it was very 
important historically," Santino 
said. 
Santino's book notes that the 
porters' union — known as the 
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car 
Porters — was the first black 
union in the United States and its 
president, A. Phillip Randolph, 
one of the first prominent 
leaders in the black community. 
The union and Randolph were 
responsible for much of the 
funding of the civil rights 
movement and initiating the 
1963 march on Washington,D.C, 
according to the book. 
Another union member, E.D. 
Nixon, organized the bus boycott 
in Montgomery, Alabama where 
Martin Luther King Jr. first 
made his ascension to the 
national spotlight. 
Santino also gave former por- 
ters the opportunity to tell stor- 
ies pertaining to racist treat- 
ment from passengers and their jobs aboard Pullman coaches. 
"It's heartbreaking when they 
tell you the kinds of things that 
they had to go through," Santino 
said' 'You try to get some of that 
emotion through the use of their 
old stories." 
Initially, Santino said he in- 
tended the porters to be the sub- ject of a 30-minute film he 
planned to produce while at the 
Smithsonian. 
Instead, the film "Miles of 
Smiles, Years of Struggle: The 
Untold Story of the Black Pull- 
man Porter," was extended to 60 
minutes and won four Emmys. 
Continuing his research after 
the airing of the film, Santino 
wrote several articles on this 
subject and then he decided to 
write this book. 
Santino said the book has sold 
well and it recently received the 
rare honor of being favorably 
reviewed by The Washington 
Post. 
Students attend 
housing march 
by Shari L. Veleba 
staff writer 
Zi AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY' DON T CAUSE THE END OF A FRIENDSHIP DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE 
presents a 
\mm HOMECOMING BLANKET CONCERT with J JlLS 
Today! 
from 4:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. 
Outside! 
-between the Student Services building and 
Kriescher Quad 
JSpF^^1 will be serving a picnic-style meal 
at the concert during regular dinner hours. 
Come and enjoy some classic rock, some food, and 
help [UvfjvS) make Homecoming '89 a great success! 
Rainsite:    Kriescher Dining Hall 
FALCON FEVER! 
CATCH IT! 
Even though the crowd at this 
weekend's Housing Now! march 
in Washington, D.C. was more 
than 250,000 people strong, it 
was not difficult to spot Univer- 
sity students there tor a class 
project 
A total of seventy-five stu- 
dents at the march — some of 
them from Connie Schondell's 
Social Work class and others 
from the Peace Coalition and 
Progressive Student Organiza- 
tion. 
Georgette Podlin, a junior 
social work major, said the 
problem of homelessness is se- 
rious. 
"It has been here awhile, and 
is growing," she said. "The 
problem is homeless children 
right now." 
Jeff Kirkner, senior social 
work major, said being at the 
march helped people who were 
3 Days Only 
Double Discount 
SaveMO 
/■■ t. 
Save up to $80 on your ring & receive "Matching Value" store certificate. 
You won't find a better deal this fail. Buy now. You'll 
not only save up to 180. you'll also get a second dis- 
counts free "savings match" gift certificate-good 
for any nontextbook merchandise in your book- 
store. That's twice the savings on rings that are twice 
as good. Because ArtCarved crafts each and every ring 
individually, and we back our craftsmanship with a 
Full Lifetime Warranty. We also offer lots of choices 
for both men and women so. you can find the one 
ring that's yours and yours alone. See your ArtCarved 
representative on the double for an offer that gives 
you twice the savings. 
^ 
/IRTCTIRVED 
^        COLLEGE JEWELRY 
University Bookstore October 13, 14 and 16 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. $15 
Location Time 
Payment Plans Available I 
Deposit Required 
Our Lounge Is Always A 
Zoo Before The Game. 
Join the wild life in our lounge 
before the big game. 
Free Hot Dogs & Snacks 
TMU1PMTUN 
1550 E. Wooster Street 
Bowling Green  352-5211 
not there to realize homeless- 
ness is an issue. 
"It's making people aware 
there is a problem, he said. 
"Being in Washington at this 
time is a good way tor us to pre- 
pare for our line of work." 
Kirkner said he received criti- 
cism from friends for wanting to 
participate in the march. 
"They said, 'Why would you 
want to do that?' That, to me, 
shows their ignorance," he said. 
Patrice Stankavich, senior 
social work major, said partici- 
pating in the march with so 
many other people is something 
difficult to describe. 
"I knew I cared about 
homelessness, and it felt so good 
to see so many others who felt 
the same way,  she said. 
"It was a huge bonding effect 
— everyone experiencing the 
same emotion," she said. 
Stankavich said the homeless 
people who went with the Toledo 
delegation said they felt human 
for one of the first times, be- 
cause there were people who 
cared about them. 
"From here, we can gather in 
groups and see what we can ac- 
complish," she said. 
Stankavich said she noticed 
more interest in the homeless- 
ness issue since she returned 
from Washington. 
"People have asked me what 
they could do now, even though 
they weren't able to go," she 
said. "There's a vast amount of 
awareness out there now." 
kinko#s 
the copy center 
Open 7 Days 
354-3977 
113 Railroad 
2 TH€ TANNING C€NT€R 
10 VISITS $15.00 
offer good thru Oct. 25 
ot oil 3 locations 
Hair Unlimited 
143 W. Wooster 
The Wash House 
248 N. Main 
7 Beds 
SouthSide Laundromat 
993 S. Main 
5 Beds 
■ Since 1980 - 
TAKE A RIDE IN A HOT-AIR BALLOON! 
Raffle Tickets available at: 
Moseley Hall 
Math-Science Building 
from 10:30-4:00 
TODAY 
500 for one ticket or 5 for $2.00 
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE 
Sponsor: Commuter Off-Campus Organization 
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL 
UFO reports checked by Soviets 
MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet biologists and physicists are probing a 
reported UFO landing that still terrifies children in a Russian city 
who saw it, a newspaper reported Tuesday. "Something did in fact 
happen there," it assured skeptics. 
The official Tass news agency informed the world on Monday that 
scientists had confirmed that an alien spaceship carrying giant peo- 
ple with tiny heads had touched down in Voronezh, 300 miles south- 
east of Moscow. 
As many as three aliens left the spacecraft, said to be a large shin- 
ing ball or disc, and went for a stroll in the park, Tass said. 
A Tass duty officer stood by the story. "It is not April Fool's," the 
editor said. 
But in Buffalo, N.Y., Paul Kurtz, chairman of the Committee for 
the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal, said, 
"We're extremely skeptical of this claim. It's not the first one (in the 
Soviet media). There are many. There seems to be a rash of reports, 
largely uncorroborated." 
Soviet state media have recently told of other sightings of un- 
identified flying objects and alien creatures. 
"Of course, it's hard to believe in what happened in the town," the 
newspaper Sovietskaya Kultura reported Tuesday from Voronezh. 
"It's even more difficult to explain. 
The newspaper, published by the Communist Party's policy- 
making Central Committee, said the local branch of a nationwide 
group that investigates "abnormal phenomena" was probing the 
landing, reported to have taken place Sept. 27. 
South Africa to free six prisoners 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - President F.W. de Klerk 
said Tuesday that six African National Congress leaders will soon be 
freed but that Nelson Mandela is not among them. 
De Klerk said the formalities may take some time, but all the men 
had served many years and were quite old. 
The guerrilla leaders were among eight prisoners the government 
said would soon be released. They were sentenced to life in prison 
along with Mandela in 1964. ,..._, 
The announcement, read on government-run television, said that 
Mandela's own release "is not now on the agenda." 
The most prominent of the prisoners to be released is Walter 
Sisulu, 77, who ran day-to-day operations of the African National 
Congress as its secretary-general from 1949-64, when the govern- 
ment ordered him to resign. 
Sisulu was imprisoned for life in June 1964 along with the other 
leaders of the guerrilla group's internal military wing. 
Mandela, South Africa's most prominent anti-apartheid activist, 
has been in prison since 1962. 
Indiana bomb planter convicted 
NEW ALBANY, Ind. (AP) — A jury convicted a man of planting 13 
bombs around a southern Indiana city in a plot that prosecutors said 
stemmed from a lifelong rivalry with a state legislator. 
"I know I'm innocent; God knows I'm innocent," a Bible-carrying 
John M. Hubbard III told reporters as marshals led him from the 
courthouse. 
The jury deliberated just over three hours Monday before return- 
ing guilty verdicts on 29 counts in U.S. District Court. 
Family members who sat in the courtroom, including Hubbard's 
wife, Julie, began to cry as the verdict was read. Hubbard also 
wiped away tears. f
'We love you and still believe in you," Hubbard's mother, Opal 
Kramer, told him as he was being led away. 
Hubbard turned to her and said, "Let the world know." 
Hubbard, 32, and Jerry A. Conrad, 42, were arrested May 17 and 
charged in connection with the 13 bombs that were found July 5,1988, 
beneath bridges and behind buildings in the city of Salem. 
Conrad, who worked with Hubbard at a Salem factory, was con- 
victed on all counts following a trial last month. 
The charges against Hubbard included conspiracy, illegal posses- 
sion of dynamite, 14 counts of making bombs and 13 counts of at- 
tempting to destroy bridges and buildings used in interstate com- 
merce. 
Prosecutors contended Hubbard was motivated to place the 
bombs around Salem because he resented the accomplishments of 
state Rep. Frank Newkirk Jr., a Democrat from Salem. 
Drug recalls may drive prices up 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Consumers may soon be paying higher 
prices for prescription drugs as more generic products are pulled 
from the market and cost-conscious buyers are left with fewer low- 
priced options, some industry observers say. 
Dozens of drugs have been recalled in the wake of allegations and 
admissions of cheating on safety tests required for Food and Drug 
Administration approval. 
The scandal is likely to produce a shakeout in the industry and re- 
sult in more rigorous safety testing required for approval. Some 
generic drug makers and industry observers say this will force 
prices up, but others say the industry will remain competitive 
enough to withstand the financial pressures without price increases. 
A more immediate concern for consumers, however, is the possi- 
ble effect of the recalls. 
"The costs to pharmacists are going up for selected products, but 
not overall," said Steve Grote, vice president of purchasing for the 
American Association of Retired Persons Pharmacy Service. 
The biggest impact of generic drug recalls may be seen by 
patients taking the high blood pressure drug Dyazide or its generic 
version. 
STATE / LOCAL 
State senator to run for Congress 
COLUMBUS (AP) — A Republican state senator said Tuesday he 
intends to run for U.S. Rep. Michael DeWine's congressional seat, 
and Ohio's Democratic chairman said two Democrats also are in- 
terested. 
Sen. David Hobson, R-Springfield, said he wants to confer with po- 
litical leaders in the 11-county district of southwest, central and 
north-cental Ohio but "as of now, I have every intention of running." 
DeWine, a Republican now in his fourth, two-year term, an- 
nounced Monday that he'll run for lieutenant governor in 1990 on the 
gubernatorial ticket of Cleveland Mayor George Voinovich. 
James Ruvolo, Ohio's Democratic Party chairman, said while the 
district has elected GOP congressmen for years, he thinks a Demo- 
crat can win it. He mentioned two who he said are qualified and in- 
terested. 
They are Jack Schira Jr., a retired Air Force colonel who lost the 
general election to DeWine by nearly a 3-1 ratio in 1988, and Steve 
Tatone, a Dayton area auto dealer and television personality who 
would be making his first bid for public office. 
Neither Schira nor Tatone could be reached for comment. A mes- 
sage was left on an answering machine for a telephone number 
listed itider Schira's name. A message for Tatone was left with a 
secretary. 
Ruvolo said that despite the Republican advantage in the horse- 
shoe-shaped district that rings Columbus on three sides, con- 
gressional campaigns can be won by individual effort. 
"A lot depends on the individual campaign," he said. 
Project purpose is better parenting 
COLUMBUS (AP) — Five years from now. two Columbus neigh- 
borhoods that are among the county's worst for child abuse and ne- 
glect could be models of good parenting. 
That is what the League Against Child Abuse hopes to accomplish 
with a $1 million federal grant. 
Russell Miller, league director, said the league is one of nine grant 
recipients nationwide for what he called "the most significant fed- 
eral initiative in abuse prevention." 
Money from the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect will 
allow the league to focus on areas of South Linden, with a population 
of about 10,000, and the Near East Side, where about 19,400 live, for 
intensive child abuse prevention efforts. 
Those neighborhoods constitute 3 percent of the population in 
Franklin County but account for 17 percent of the county's child 
abuse and neglect cases, Miller said. 
The league s goal is to reduce child abuse by 10 percent the first 
year and by 30 percent by the end of the project. 
Cincinnati school disproves myth 
CINCINNATI (AP) — The principal of a school serving a poor, 
predominantly black neighborhood says her students' academic 
achievements belie the myth that such students cannot excel in 
school. 
"I'll match my kids with any kids from any school, any place in 
the world," said Jennifer Cottingham, principal of the city's Wash- 
burn Elementary School. 
Washbum's students scored higher than any others in the Cincin- 
nati Public School system in reading on the California Achievement 
Test. They rank near the top among city schools in writing ability, 
and their attendance record, 95.6 percent, is near the top among city 
schools, Ms. Cottingham said. 
"Eveiything I heard that poor black children couldn't do, they 
have done," the principal said. 
Some of the students come to school without breakfast, and lack 
adequate clothing. She said 97 percent of them receive some type of 
public assistance. 
"I have seen 5-year-old kids who have to prepare their own break- 
fast and change the diapers on a younger sister or brother before 
coming to school. These kids showed me that they had a survival 
skill that I never had. I figured if they had those skills at that age, 
they could be taught anything," Ms. Cottingham said. 
"Too many teachers are laboring under the old wives' tale that 
poor black children can't learn. I have proof that is not true," she 
said. "I don't want pity for these kids, because they don't need pity. I 
want empathy for these kids, not sympathy. They are stronger than 
I have ever been." 
Cedar Point expands ride budget 
SANDUSKV (AP) — Cedar Point Amusement Park will spend 
about $9.5 million to expand its services for its 1990 season. 
The work will include $3.3 million for a ride designed to simulate a 
rocket space mission, a park spokeswoman said Tuesday. The en- 
closed ride, dubbed "Disaster Transport," will come from modify- 
ing the existing Avalanche Run ride which resembles a wheeled 
bobsled traveling along 1,932 feet of trough-like track, said park 
spokeswoman Ann Whyte. 
"It's a futuristic space adventure," she said. "It's going to be just 
like a journey in outer space. It'll involve a million dollars in special 
effects." 
"You'll be getting into what looks like t launch device. There'll be 
all sorts of lasers, projections, more than 150 props, animated de- 
vices. There'll be wind blasts, mists, videos." she said. 
About $4 million will be spent to build a 96-unit hotel on the 
grounds; $1 million for additions to a water-slide complex; and $1 
million in general improvements to the park, Ms. Whyte said. 
PEOPLE 
Pope offers mass to Indonesians 
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — Pope John Paul n visited the heart- 
land of Indonesian culture today, celebrating mass in tropical heat 
in a region that biends Buddhist, Hindu and Moslem traditions. 
About 150,000 people, many wearing yellow and white baseball 
caps — the Vatican colors — to protect against the blistering sun, jammed the Indonesian air force academy grounds. 
Barefoot Javanese women in sarongs strewed rose petals in the 
pope's path as he walked along a red carpet after changing for the 
mass. 
The pope, speaking from an alter flanked by a vintage World War 
II fighter plane, emphasized the importance of local tradition in the 
Roman Catholic Church. 
"Remember, you build up the universal church when you bring to 
it the unique riches of the Indonesian culture," the pope said, speak- 
ing in English. 
He made a one-hour flight from Jakarta, the capital, to the south- 
ern edge of Java on the second day of his pilgrimage to the world's 
most populous Moslem country. 
The Vatican estimated that Catholics make up only about 2 per- 
cent of the more than 17 million people in the diocese of Jogjakarta. 
But the crowds were large and enthusiastic. 
Tens of thousands arrived before dawn, hours before the mass, 
walking on dirt roads covered by dense tropical vegetation. 
A Javanese orchestra, called a gamelan, accompanied the choir 
with drums, cymbals and gongs. 
Jogjakarta is surrounded by temples set in rice paddy fields.       ; 
The Borobudur Temple is considered one of the world's greatest 
Buddhist monuments. In 1983 it was damaged by Moslem extre- 
mists. 
Also nearby is a temple complex dedicated to Shiva, the Hindu 
goddess, a sign of the ancient Indian tradition. 
Barkin hopeful for role of bimbo 
NEW YORK (AP) — Actress Ellen Barkin has played wife, 
mother and sex pistol. Now, she's hankering for the role of bimbo. 
"Actually, it would be fun to play a bimbo," Barkin said in an in- 
terview published Tuesday in The New York Times. "I mean, not just some character who's a pair of breasts attached to the leading 
man — but a great, ditzy bimbo. You know?" 
So far, she hasn't had the honor. "That also has a lot to do with 
what I look like," she said. She has endured reviewers' characteri- 
zations of her grin as lopsided and her nose as looking like a boxer's, 
but says she wouldn't change her looks. 
The actress, who plays opposite Al Pacino in "Sea of Love," said 
she's surprised to be perceived as a sex goddess. 
"Three years ago, it would have been ridiculous," she said. "Hk 
larious! I'm doing the same things I always did and now they're say- 
ing I'm a hot babe!" 
After tamer roles in "Diner," "Daniel" and "Tender Mercies," 
Barkin learned to turn up the heat for the 1986 movie "Desert 
Bloom"with Jon Voight. The image persisted opposite Dennis Quaid 
in "The Big Easy" and Mickey Rourke in "Johnny Handsome." 
Bangles rock group breaks up 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Bangles are breaking up after weeks 
of speculation about the all-female pop band's future, the lead singer 
says. 
"We just didn't seem very happy anymore," Susanna Hoffisaid of -, 
the group whose hits included '"Walk Like an Egyptian" and "Eter-> 
nal Flame." :> 
"The last few years were very emotionally draining. After nine> 
years, we'd given so much to each other that it had become like »> 
marriage — a long marriage," she said of the band, whose latest? 
album is "Everything." "It got to the point where we just didn't:- 
have that'band'feeling anymore." 9 
At a meeting three weeks ago, Ms. Hoffs, bassist Michael Steele, ! 
guitarist VlckfPeterson and drummer Debbi Peterson, agreed to go I 
their seperate ways, at least for now, the lead singer said. Their last : 
C" lie performance was Sept. 2 at the Redwood Amphitheatre in : 
ta Clara. 
Newman appears heavier to fans j 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Paul Newman is still trim at age 64, ; 
but fans may notice he looks a little thickset in his new movie, "Fat • 
Man and Little Boy." 
The blue-eyed actor wore padding for the role of Gen. Leslie R. 1 
Groves, the man who brought together the scientists who developed ; 
the atomic bomb. At first Newman wore the padding just to appease ■ 
director Roland Joffe. 
"But as the filming went on I realized it was working," Newman ; 
told reporters after a Kansas City screening Sunday. "They say the • 
average powerhouse executive is over 6 feet tall and weighs about • 
180 pounds. I think size and heft contribute something to their ability • 
to bulldoze things through, and that certainly was a quality in • 
Groves." 
Dunaway to produce TV movie 
RADNOR, Pa. (AP) - Faye Dunaway feared she'd been forgot- 
ten, so the Oscar-winning actress is out to make a fresh impression 
by producing a cable TV movie,' 'Cold Sassy Tree." 
Miss Dunaway, who plays a supporting part in the movie as well 
said in the Oct. 14 issue of TV Guide the project began when her 
brother gave her the book "Cold Sassy Tree," Olive Ann Burns' 
novel about a young boy's relationship with his grandfather. 
me 
self 
"I finished it in one night and I thought, 'Why won't anyone send 
a story like that?' I said to my brother, 'I'm going to do this my- 
. I don t care what it takes.'" 
MM WWW 
BCSU THEATRE PRESBYTS 
UNIVERSITY 
BYJONJORY 
October 11-14 at 8 p.m. 
October 15 at 2 p.m. 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
University Hall 
Tickets $3.00 
Reservations are available 
372-2719 
I IV I   I.NTI RTAINMINT Campus 
Pollyeyes 
352-9638 or 354-0056 
Free Delivery 
(Minimum of $3.50) 
open 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Sun. - Wed. 
open 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. Thurs. - Sat. 
Slices of Pizza Available For Delivery '1.50 
Wednesday's Food Special 
Spaghetti Dinner       $2.25 
'A Gathering Place" 
• DAILY FOOD SPECIALS 
• OVER 80 IMPORTED BEERS 
• IMPORTS OF THE WEEK 
• LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WITH 
JAMIE & JOE 
• OCTOBER SPECIAL 
Small Cheese Pizza Only $1.99 
(inside only) 
440 E. Court 
OVI.K 80 IMl'OKTI I) HI 1 KS  • GARLIC   BKI AD •  SAI ADS  • 
| $8.00 
I   Any Large 14 Inch Two Item 
Z Pan Pizza & One Quart of Coke 
I Extra Items $1.20    A $10.00 Value 
I FREE DELIVERY 
$9.80 FREE pOP 
DOUBLE PIZZA ! ,       c . w',hJ»v ^, 
Two 12 Inch One hem Pan Ptzzas I lffiS8#5j; ££*■ 
Extra Items 90*     A $12.80 Value   | Turkey) 
FREE DELIVERY  I FREE DELIVERY 
6    lONawi    October 11,1989 
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Essays expose 
misconceptions 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — 
What was on Christopher 
Columbus' mind when he made 
his momentous discovery of 
America in 1492? 
Food, television and rock 'n' 
roll, according to youngsters 
asked to write essays for 
Columbus Day. 
"The first thing Columbus did 
was to build a house to live in 
and he went to get food," wrote 
Chris Kubiak, one of the fourth- 
graders assigned the task at 
Buffalo Lincoln Academy. 
"He fixed his boat because he 
hit it on the way over to land. 
Then he listened to some rock 
music," Chris wrote. 
The students were asked to 
describe what Columbus might 
have said when he spotted the 
new world. 
Nichelle Hodge offered these 
hasty remarks: "I'm in such a 
hurry to find some food. It's 
quiet when the ladies aren't 
around, because they yell too 
much. But I like the ladies very 
much!" 
Bruce Schwertfeger though' 
Columbus might have sug- 
gested: "If this is America, let's 
listen to rock 'n' roll and watch 
People's Court!" 
The BG News 
is recyclable! 
Is it a Crime to Love? 
In 25 slalcs and the 
District of Columbia 
it can be a crime for 
two women to love 
each other. 
That isn't right. 
There's too much 
hate in the world 
without making love 
LESBIAN AND CAY 
PUBLIC AWARENESS PROJECT 
PWpk tinted To End Homophobia 
Thanks to Ih* Ltabun A Gav Alumni 
AaaorOtHm of Howling Gnwi SIM« 
UnlrrrMiv "Or nipponing our •nrk 
i lirou«ii funding giants. 
Red Cross recruits donors 
Prizes offered for donating 
by Ti-ish Thlel 
reporter 
In an attempt to increase the 
amount of blood collected during 
the blood drive this fall, the 
American Red Cross is offering 
prizes to those who recruit the 
most donors. 
The donor recruitment 
contest, open to all students, 
faculty, and staff, has $100, $50, 
and $25 gift certificates for the 
University Bookstore as prizes 
for the top three recruiters. 
Recruiters are responsible for 
making appointments for donors 
at this year's blood drive Nov. 6 
to 10. 
However, recruiters will only 
receive credit for those people 
who actually donate, said Stacy 
Bolyard, donor development in- 
tern for the Wood County chap- 
ter of the Red Cross. 
"Appointments instill a sense 
of commitment," she said. 
The contest targets first-time 
"There is a blood 
shortage right 
now...The Red 
Cross needs 275 
pints donated a 
day." 
-Stacy Bolyard, Wood 
County Red Cross 
donors in order to commit to giv- 
ing blood because people who 
have donated often return to 
blood drives, Bolyard said. 
This year's goal is 1,000 pints 
for a one-week period — a small 
amount for the number of poten- 
tial donors at the University, Bo- 
lyard said. 
The Red Cross aims to get 10 
percent to 20 percent of a popu- 
lation and with 17,000 students, 
the goal should be at least 1,706 
pints, she said. 
"There is a blood shortage 
right now," Bolyard said. "The 
blood that is donated here is tak- 
en to the 19 Northwest Ohio area 
hospitals. The Red Cross needs 
275 pints donated a day." 
Kathleen Ruffing, administra 
tive director of the UniversiU 
Activities Organization, said in 
a few years the Red Cross hopes 
to make the University a self- 
sufficient blood donation place. 
Currently, Bowling Green re- 
sidents donate at the University 
blood drive, but the Red Cross 
wants to have separate blood 
drives for those affiliated with 
^Av        TEST YOUK 
XlflX      STRENGTH 
Alpha Delta Pi 
Recognizes New Initiates 
Beth Ackerrnan 
Donna Andrew 
Jennifer Barb 
Kelly Corcoran 
Jen Dielman 
Chris Harris 
Kim King 
Karen Mettler 
Michele Saddler 
Denise Toth 
the University and city residents 
in the future. Ruffing said. 
Individuals need to register to 
become a recruiter by Oct. 13 at 
the UAO office and the deadline 
to recruit donors is Nov. 6. There 
will be a one-hour training ses- 
sion to encourage recruiters and 
give them materials to aid in re- 
cruiting, Bolyard said. 
UAO is helping with the train- 
ing session and also will have a 
check-in booth at the blood 
drive. 
"The session is to make people 
aware of what to look for when 
signing people up for the drive," 
Bolyarasaid. 
To donate blood, a person 
must be 17 years old and weigh 
110 pounds in addition to having 
57 days between blood dona- 
tions, Bolyard said. 
Ruffing said about three- 
fourths of the applications for 
registration have been filled out. 
PSfrMaJHlliailiSMiililMfil 
FREE CATALOG 
of Government Books 
Stud for your copy today' 
Frtt Catalog 
Bo. 17000 
Wuhiniun DC 20011-7000 
Are your 
NAILS 
ready for 
Homecoming? 
The Arrangement is 
your complete nail 
headquarters 
352-4143 181  S    Main 357-4IOI 
Fun Food, Fun Times, 
For Fun People 
104 S. Main 
353-0988 
Open 7 Days A Week 
Every Monday Jazz Nite 
Featuring This Week: Dan Faehnle Quartet 
Every Tuesday Progressive Nite 
Featuring This Week: Big Chunk O'Cheese 
Every Wednesday Blues Nite 
Featuring This Week: Art & Roman Griswald 
and the Organics 
Every Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
Classic Rock Nite 
Featuring: ON THE ROCKS  OCT. 12,13,14 
Need an unique idea 
for Halloween? 
We've got the ghoulish 
get-ups & set-ups. 
Hurry in soon, before 
they disappear. 
Pills-n-Packages Pharmacy 
111  Railroad 352-1693 e <9M H™ cm 
Come See Our Newly 
Remodeled Store 
Coupon 
Specials 
11:00 A.M. 'till close 
(Combination 
Only 
No All White or 
Dark) 
2 PIECE 
MEAL 
expires 
10/27/89 
BGN 
2 Pieces of Chicken, 
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy, 
1 Buttermilk Biscuit 
2 PIECE 
MEAL 
2 Pieces of Chicken, 
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy, 
1 Buttermilk Biscuit 
2 PIECE 
MEAL 
2 Pieces of Chicken, 
I Small Mashed 
Potatoes & Gravy, 
I Buttermilk Biscuit 
2 PIECE 
MEAL 
2 Pieces of Chicken, 
1 Small Mashed Potatoes 
& Gravy, 
1 Buttermilk Biscuit 
$1.99 4m 
(Combination 
Only 
No All White or 
Dark) 
$1.99 
expires 
10/27/89 
BGN 
(Combination expires 
Only 10/27/89 
No All White or QOM 
Dark) 
$1.99 
(Combination 
Onty 
No All White 
or Dark) 
expires 
10/27/89 
BGN 
We Have 
Hot Soups 
Available! 
■Now Featuring- 
Fresh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuits Made From Scratch 
"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru" 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
1020 N. Main, 352-2061 
Drive Thru Hours: Sin.-Thus   11 a.m. - 9 p.m.; 
Fri A Sat. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
i 
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University granted fund 
Project to oid special ed teachers in rural areas 
by Jill Novak 
staff writer 
A 174,100 grant from the U.S. Department of Ed- 
ucation will allow the University's special educa- 
tion department to provide additional training for 
teachers. 
Special education majors and teachers who will 
be teaching in rural school districts will be able to 
receive master's-degree-level training through 
Project RAISE (Rural America Institute for Spe- 
cial Education). 
The project — operating on a three-year plan — 
will involve five University students in the special 
education field and five already established spe- 
cial education teachers, according to Steven Rus- 
sell, associate professor of special education. 
The students are required to be second-semester 
seniors, have effective interpersonal skills and 
have a serious interest in teaching in a rural set- 
ting, Russell said. 
A rural setting, according to Russell, is defined 
on population density and 13 counties in Northwest 
Ohio are included in the grant. 
For numerous reasons, rural special education 
teachers need additional training, Russell said. 
Often times there is only one special education 
teacher per school building and support areas are 
not available for that teacher on a consistent basis, 
he said. 
Consequently, it seems teachers need more in- 
depth skill training to enable them to "implement 
intervention," Russell said. 
For example, many times students may require 
speech therapy and may only receive 20 minutes a 
week from a specialist to deal with the problem, he 
said. 
"Through the (RAISE) program, teachers will 
learn more skills in conjunction to provide addi- 
tional therapy," he said. 
In addition, rural teachers may feel socially and 
Crofessionally isolated since they have no one to 
iteract with in their field. Many times these feel- 
ings cause a turnover in the field, he said, with in- 
structors leaving after three years of teaching in 
the rural setting. 
"This grant is aimed at those kind of concerns, 
in terms of implementing intervention so instruc- 
tors will be better able to utilize their resources," 
Russell said. 
Training experience will be provided for teach- 
ers to work more within the school system and be- 
come more socially involved, he said. 
Russell wrote a proposal for the grant last 
November with Veronica Gold and Ellen Williams, 
associate professors of special education and co- 
directors of the RAISE program. 
«* ^ 
All Wrapped Up BG Ne*»/P« MlngareUl 
Jim Starek. sophomore, lightens up the head and scalp wound bandage he has just applied to the head of 
junior classmate Jay Wagner. The two were practicing the bandaging in their CPR and advanced first aid 
class taught by Darrel Verney. instructor of health, physical education and recreation in the Eppier Com- 
Employee 
donations 
necessary 
by Lynn Gagel 
staff writer 
The University's 1989 United 
Way fund-raising campaign 
kicked off Monday without a 
monetary goal. 
Instead, the campaign's steer- 
ing committee members have 
outlined a set of goals designed 
to increase participation during 
the month-long campaign. 
"The participation rate has 
gone down in the last couple of 
years and one of our goals is to 
increase that," David Hyslop, 
coordinator of the fundraiser 
and chairman of the department 
of business education said. 
That goal can be reached 
through the completion of four 
related objectives of the cam- 
paign, Hyslop said, which are: 
DTo inform ail University 
employees about the United 
Way's programs and agencies. 
D To invite every employee to 
participate in the campaign. 
DTo encourage employees to 
take part in the campaign and 
make contributions. 
DTo recognize and show ap- 
preciation for all employees who 
participate in the campaign. 
Hyslop estimated a core of 
about 100 volunteers — steering 
committee members, captains 
and volunteers — will work with 
the Univeristy's 2,700 employees 
in the "stronger personal con- 
tact system." 
Volunteers will work more 
closely with people in their re- 
spective work areas, try to meet 
with more people, and follow up 
on the distribution of campaign 
materials, he said. 
In 1968, contributions from 
University employees totalled 
$64,913. 
The focus of the campaign is 
on University employees and not 
students, Hyslop said. 
Some students are involved 
indirectly through their parents, 
he said. Others do not make 
their permanent home in the 
northwestern Ohio area, there- 
fore lack an interest in the activ- 
ities of the United Way in this 
area. 
"We also recognize the level of 
income (of college students) and 
that they can't get involved," he 
said. 
Drug 
Waste  
i   Continued from page 1. 
said if incinerators are shut 
down it would double the amount 
of solid waste taken to the Ton- 
togany landfill. 
The University refuse collec- 
tors could manage if the incin- 
erators were shut down for a 
week or two, but if the ban were 
Eermanent it would be a definite 
urden on workers, he said. 
Corbitt said the other recom- 
mendations made by the Solid 
Waste Management Task Force 
were returned by Martin with 
only minor changes and the 
group will now begin estimating 
costs. 
Feasibility estimates will be 
made for snort and long range 
Elans designed to decrease the 
>tal amount of refuse generated 
and keep management costs low 
while   meeting   environmental 
standards, he said. 
Short term goals include using 
materials that can or have been 
recycled, establishing a campus 
cardboard recycling program, 
eliminating the incineration of 
plastic and reducing the hours 
incinerators accept refuse. 
The task force has also rec- 
ommended construction of 
modern incinerators to replace 
questionable ones or building a 
''super incinerator" that would 
serve as a waste/heat recovery 
boiler. 
D Continued from page 1. 
Garcia, the Peruvian presi- 
dent, said the drug summit "will 
represent our point of view on 
how to confront the escalation of 
violence that drug traffickers 
have unleashed in our countries, 
and also our perspective on the 
U.S. president's proposals." 
The three countries have 
criticized President Bush's em- 
phasis on military-style repres- 
sion of the drug trade. They say 
it should be accompanied by 
more economic aid to provide 
alternative crops or sources of 
income for the hundreds of 
thousands of peasants who grow 
coca. 
Barco began a crackdown on 
Colombian cocaine barons Aug. 
19 and has received $65 million 
worth of U.S. military aid to help 
in the effort. 
If you 're committed to a career in 
Professional Sales, Noxell is committed to your 
growth and development. 
Entry level 
Opportunities: 
• Join a leader as a Territory 
Sales Representative. 
• Represent Noxzema, Cover 
Girl, other top products to 
retail accounts. 
• Hard work, strategy and 
planning play a crucial role 
in your success and ours. 
Meet with Noxell managers at Expo 1989 Career Fair 
Career 
Growth: 
• We promote entirely from 
within. 
• Management opportunities 
are open to our entire sales 
force. 
• Current growth means many 
promotional opportunities. 
Training 
Program: 
• Professional 26-week 
classroom training in all 
aspects of Merchandising. 
• Extensive on-the-job training, 
• Continuing preparation for 
future management oppor- 
tunities. 
Noxell will be 
interviewing at 
Bowling Green on 
Thursday, October 19,1989. 
Consult your 
placement center 
to schedule an 
interview with Noxell ICORPORATION 
TEAMWORK KEEPS US ON TOP 
Benefits:     -. 
• Attractive salary, annual 
bonus opportunity. 
• Comprehensive, fully-paid 
package includes 
medical/dental/life/disabili- 
ty/travel insurance, tuition 
reimbursement. 
• Corporate pension, stock 
purchase and profit sharing 
plans. 
• Company automobile. 
For more information, please contact: 
Alan P. Baker 
NOXELL CORPORATION 
11050 tork Rd 
Hunt Valley, MD 21030 
An Equal Opportunay Emptoyw M/F 
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Falcon gridders keep 
winter sports on hold 
Hie hockey team begins its 
season this weekend. The 
women's and men's basketball 
squads start practice Sunday. 
Sound exciting? 
Well, put that enthusiasm on 
hold for a while. 
The football Falcons are half- 
way through the season — and 
they're not playing for next 
year. 
BG is in the race for the Mid- 
American Conference cham- 
pionship and a spot in the Cali- 
fornia Raisin Bowl. 
Surprised? 
You're not alone. 
The MAC news media tabbed 
the Falcons eighth in the pre- 
season poll. They started like an 
eighth-place team, too, getting 
blown out by East Carolina and 
Ball State. 
Statisically, they're one of the 
worst teams in the conference, 
ranking seventh on defense and 
fifth on offense. 
Yet, the Falcons' 2-1 MAC 
mark ties them for second place 
with Toledo, Ball State and Cen- 
tral Michigan. 
The record is somewhat de- 
ceiving, though, because one 
victory came against winless 
Ohio University. 
COMMENTARY 
However, calling BG's second- 
place status a fluke would be 
wrong. 
The Falcons have had to do 
more than show up to win. 
They've played hard and. more 
importantly, they're starting to 
play with some consistency. 
The Falcons also have im- 
proved upon two of their biggest 
problems —defense and running 
the football. 
The come-from-behind win 
over Central three weeks ago 
was impressive because of the 
defense s goal line stand in the 
last minute. 
Late in the fourth quarter 
against Akron two weeks ago, 
the defense stopped the Zips, 
giving the offense the ball witn a 
chance to drive for a tying 
touchdown. 
The defense shut down the 
high-powered Ohio running at- 
tack in the third quarter. 
On offense versus the Bobcats, 
quarterback Rich Dackin spar- 
ked the ground game by rushing 
for a career-hjgn 44 yards. Most 
of the yardage was gained on op- 
tion plays and bootlegs. 
This should open the door for 
freshman   tailback   LeRoy 
Smith. BG's leading rusher is 
getting better every week. 
As long as the Falcons contin- 
ue their current trend, every 
game is a big one. 
Saturday, BG hosts backyard 
rival Toledo. 
A win over the Rockets would 
set up a battle for first place the 
following week when the Fal- 
cons play at MAC leader 
Eastern Michigan, which is un- 
defeated and plays a non- 
conference game Saturday. 
After last year's 2-8-1 record, 
who would have believed it? 
For now, let's take it one week 
at a time. The MAC winner 
probably will have only one loss. 
A team with two defeats more 
than likely finishes second, if not 
third. 
That makes the Toledo game 
the biggest of the year. If the 
Falcons win, more big games 
will come. 
If they lose, there's always the 
hockey and basketball seasons. 
Andy Woodard is a sports 
writer for The News. 
Booters set for Redskins 
BG, ML) familiar with respective styles 
by Mike Drabenslott 
sports writer 
Palmlaano 
Though the Miami and Bowling Green soccer 
teams have not played this season, they are not 
strangers. 
Today's 3:30 p.m. match-up at Mickey Coch- 
rane Field will mark the first 
meeting of two teams which 
have had the opportunity to 
see each other play four times 
this season — two games each 
at the BGSU Soccer Classic 
last weekend and the Met Life 
Soccer Classic three week- 
ends ago. 
••(Mil) has sat in the stands 
and watched  us play four 
times," said BG head coach 
Gary Palmisano. "They know our personnel 
and the system of play we use." 
Likewise, the opportunity has enabled the 
Falcons to acquaint themselves with the strate- 
gy of the Redskin squad. 
"They play zone on comer kicks and keep the 
ball on the floor, and knock it around, so we'll do 
something to take them off their game plan," 
Palmisano said. 
The Falcons, ranked sixth in the Great Lakes 
Region, have won their last three matches, rais- 
ing their record to 5-2-3. Meanwhile, the Red- 
skins (5-9) have lost five of their last six games, 
the lone win coming against Wisconsin-Green 
Bay last Saturday at the BGSU Soccer Classic. 
With the two teams competing in tourna- 
ments together, Palmisano said it is important 
for BG to maintain its positive approach to each 
game and avoid comparisions between similar 
opponents. 
'"The key is not having a letdown from the 
weekend, he said. "If we don't prepare our- 
selves and we start playing mental games like 
'Miami lost to Memphis State and we beat 
Memphis State, so we should beat Miami', it 
will be a long afternoon. 
The Redskins will look to overcome a season- 
long slew of devastating injuries — including 
co-captains Dan Allen ana Rocky Fresh — 
which have plagued the team greatly. 
"It seems like the injury situation is not get- 
ting any better and might be getting worse," 
Miami coach Bobby Kramig said. "It's like pre- 
season again for us — we're starting over and 
it's taking time for the players to geiand blend 
again. 
Injuries have affected the Falcons, also, but 
not to the same extent. The only question mark 
tomorrow for BG will be freshman defenseman 
Chris Williams, who is suffering from a cold. 
Palmisano said if past situations are any indi- 
cation, Williams will play through his illness. 
"We wrap him up and he plays — he's our 
Robo-cop," the BG mentor said. "If he goes 
down, we just add more tape and send him back 
out." 
a a D 
FALCON NOTES: The BG defense has al- 
lowed more than one goal only once this season, 
to Indiana in a 2-1 loss... The Falcons have outs- 
cored their opponents 13-2 in the second half this 
season... Junior midfielder Kyle Royer has 
moved into fourth place on the BG career assist 
leader board with 19. 
Ruggers unfortunate in loss 
+ + * s Woodsy Owl for: 
Clean Water 
¥*¥ by Steve Easton 
sports writer 
4th and Final Week THURSDAY - 
E^Bj5r?l28ffW£on «   Times^Ts'-I^O 
ROBIN    WILLIAMS 
He was Uicir inspiration. Me made their lives extraordinaiy.    .—» 
DEAD POET'S SOCIETY 
Sometimes events occur that 
are out of a person's control. 
Such was the case this past 
Saturday for Bowling Green's 
rugby coach Roger Mazzarella. 
As a result of some of his key 
players being unable to play be- 
cause of car trouble, BG's 'A' 
team lost to the University of 
Dayton 16-8 in Columbus. 
According to Mazzarella, the 
A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A 
Any female interested in trying out for the 
BLACK AND GOLD 
PAGEANT 
Auditions will be held in the N.E. Commons every 
Tuesday and Thursday begining October 10 from 
6:00 - 8:00p.m. Please be prompt. 
For more information please call 
the Alpha House 372-2456 
Scott Coleman 372-5890 or 
Jameel Radford 372-3248 
< A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A*A     A#A     A*A     A*A > 
biggest reason for the suprising 
defeat was the players' absence 
from the game. 
"We had mechanical and 
mental breakdowns that were a 
direct result of their absence, 
and an indirect result was thai 
some guys tried to cover up for 
the replacement players' inex- 
perience." 
Mazzarella still was pleased 
with his team's effort. 
"Everybody played their 
hearts out, but we couldn't over- 
come the loss of our more expe- 
rienced players," he said. 
The ruggers valiantly tried to 
come back from a 1&-0 first half 
deficit, but Randy Schotts' and 
Jim Williams' tries were not 
enough to overcome the Flyers. 
While the 'A' team was exper- 
iencing difficulty, the B' team 
captured the Junior Collegiate 
Championship by defeating 
Dayton and Ohio State by 344 
scores. 
In the victory over Dayton, 
wing Brian Zele starred by scor- 
ing on two tries and three con- 
versions. Also, fullback Trevor 
Davies and wing Scott Beaver- 
son played exceptionally in tal- 
lying three and two tries, re- 
spectively. 
In the championship game 
victory over OSU, Zele again led 
the ruggers with a try and three 
conversions. Wing Dwight 
Baker added two tries, while Ed 
Rush, Matt Paskiet. Brian Wil- 
liams, and Davies added a try. 
According to Mazzarella, the 
significance of the champion- 
ship was showing BG has quality 
players. 
The ruggers continue their 
home season this Saturday 
against OSU at 1 p.m. 
Laxers win pair of games 
Case Western, Toledo victims in tourney 
by Patrick Murphy 
sports writer 
''BATTLE OF NORTHWEST OHIO" 
BOWLING GREEN VS.  TOLEDO 
SATURDAY  1 .30 AT PERRY FIELD 
COME "WELCOME " THE ROCKETS TO PERRY FIELD AND JOIN THE FUN! 
The Bowling Green lacrosse team used two sec- 
ond-half rallies to take a pair of games in a tour- 
nament sponsored by the Toledo-Bud weiser club 
team last weekend, thus raising their overall re- 
cord to 5-2. 
The first win came against a tough Case Western 
Reserve team by a score of 6-3. The laxers led the 
game early on a goal by Bin Roberson, but could 
not muster another tally in the first half. 
BG had its chances to score, out-shooting Case 
Western 13 to 4 in the first half, but could not find 
the back of the net. 
CWR tied the game in the second quarter and the 
two teams remained tied at the hall. BG looked to 
capitalize on their scoring chances in the second 
half, and did so in a big way. 
Captain Geoff Knapp opened the scoring in the 
third quarter and added another goal before the 
end of the period. BG led 3-2 to begin the fourth 
quarter, but quickly put the game away with goals 
coming from Jon Caraccilo and two more by 
Knapp. 
"We played well in the game, even though we 
were missing some key players," Knapp said. 
"Our defense kept us in the game until we were 
able to put in the quality shots in the second half." 
The laxers beat the University of Toledo in the 
second game by a score of 9-4, using primarily 
freshmen and non-starters. 
"We knew that the Rockets were a weak team 
and we tried to get some experience to them and 
the freshmen," Knapp said. 
Again, the Falcons came out somewhat sluggish 
in the first half, but were able to put it together in 
the second half. 
BG took the lead in the first quarter on goals 
from Tom Malloy and Knapp. UT managed to 
score one goal to keep the game close. 
Dennis Noll scored BG's only second quarter 
goal and took a 3-2 lead into the half. 
The Rockets tied the game early in the third 
quarter, forcing BG to insert the starters back into 
the game. The laxers quickly took a two-goal lead 
on goals by Rick Merb and Knapp. 
UT climbed back into the game in the fourth 
quarter by narrowing the score to 5-4, but BG 
pulled away on three goals by Knapp and a goal by 
Robetson. 
Freshman Jon Caraccilo had a good weekend by 
scoring two goals and adding two assists. He attri- 
buted his good play to help from the starters. 
This weekend BG hosts the Falcon Cup, a round- 
robin tournament, at the intramural fields by the 
ice arena. 
On Saturday, the Falcons play the University of 
Dayton at noon and St. Bonnaventure at 4. 
On Sunday, BG plays the University of Michigan 
at 2 p.m. and the College of Wooster at 4. 
UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO 
BOTH TEAMS ARE 2-1 
IN THE M.A.C. AND 
TIED FOR 2nd PLACE! 
YOU CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE! ! ! 
It's Coming! 
COLL 
"the varsity sport of the mind" 
October 29, 30, and November 1 
Teams of 4 : limit 16 teams 
Sign-up: October   16 - October 25 
in  (gS® offiCe 
I For more information call UAO office 
372-2343 No Cost 
To Participate 
Winners go to 
Regional 
Competition 
JOIN IN THE FUN! 
UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO 
» 
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Popovich nearing end 
Star adds finishing touch to record book 
by Matt Schroder 
sports writer 
BG News/Eric Mull 
Bowling Green setter Linda Popovich looks to hand out another assist 
during a recent match. The senior's 3,943 assists are school and Mid- 
American Conference records. 
Esiason battling 
soreness in ankle 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Boomer 
Esiason passed the Cincinnati 
Bengals to the Super Bowl last 
season with a sore throwing 
shoulder. He is trying to lead 
them back this year on a gimpy 
ankle. 
The   NFL's   most  valuable 
eyer last season has been 
ping around this year on a 
sprained ankle that curtails his 
mobility, turns him into an ea- 
sier target for rushers and 
makes dropping back to pass a 
pain. And the situation probably 
won't improve much until the 
season is over. 
"I can feel myself hobbling 
back there a little bit," Esiason 
said. "And every time I do that, 
there's like an electric bolt that 
goes through my ankle. It's not 
very comfortable to play with." 
The 1990s may very well be 
termed the 'Tost-Popovich 
Era" for Bowling Green volley- 
ball. 
Senior setter Linda Popovich. 
who has re-wrote the BG and 
Mid-American Conference re- 
cord books for assists, is in her 
last season as a Falcon. 
Popovich, who needed just 271 
assists this year to become the 
MAC career leader in that cate- 
gory, has shattered the mark, 
already making 759 with 10 regu- 
lar-season matches remaining. 
And with every assist she piles 
up this year, she will be break- 
ing her own school record that 
currently stands at 3,943. 
Obviously, numbers like these 
will be difficult to replace and 
head coach Denise Van De Walle 
is reluctant to relinquish the 
senior's talents. 
"Not having her in there is an 
odd thing to think about," the 
coach said. "When I think about 
her graduating, it gets to me." 
But the Falcons won't miss the 
assists, kills, blocks and digs 
from their 5-foot-4 super-setter 
as much as the spirit and 
leadership she injects into her 
teammates and the fans. 
"She's disciplined, self- 
motivated and she gives 100 per- 
cent of herself to her teammates 
on the floor. She's the kind of 
*************** 
■+ The BG News »*■ 
Your one source for 
local news and sports! 
*************** 
S0$ 
player everyone wants in their 
program," Van De Walle said. 
Before coming to BG in 1986, 
Popovich participated in a high 
school club league in her home- 
town of Battle Creek, Mich. 
While attending Lakeview High 
School, she was able to play on 
club teams year round. But her 
experience in the sport began 
long before the ninth grade. 
'•When I was 11 years old, I 
used to go with my older sister to 
her club matches, and I've been 
playing ever since," Popovich 
said. 
Popovich has played nearly 
every minute of every game in 
her three-and-a-half year ca- 
reer. She says the high points 
have outnumbered the low over 
that span. 
"Beating the big teams like 
Purdue (VI) and Notre Dame 
('88) were definitely highlights 
since I've been here. It was also 
great to finish third and second 
in the MAC in my freshman and 
sophomore years," the setter 
said. "The MAC record for as- 
sists is important to me, but 
what I'm going to remember is 
how well the team did, before 
the individual statistics. 
"I don't have many regrets. 
I'm really glad for these four 
years, and I wouldn't have had it 
any other way," Popovich add- 
ed. 
According to Van De Walle, 
Falcon volleyball has been at a 
high point since this year's co- 
captain stepped onto the floor as 
a freshman. 
"She was a turning point in 
our program back when she en- 
tered in '86," she said. "Prior to 
that point, we did not have a tal- 
ented enough setter to run a 
complicated offense and get the 
ball to our hitters like we wanted 
to." 
Van De Walle has a point. It's 
no coincidence in Popovich's 
freshman year that the Falcons 
compiled a 26-8 record which 
still stands as the most wins in 
school history. 
"She was very dynamic and 
an instrumental part of our 
offense that year, the coach 
said. 
Popovich has a long list of past 
awards, including two first- 
team academic All-MAC selec- 
tions the last two years and a 
spot on the GTE All-American 
academic team this past season. 
But she would like nothing else 
than to cap it all off with a bid in 
the NCAA tournament this 
season. 
"Our goal is to get the NCAA 
berth by winning the MAC tour- 
nament," Popovich said. "I also 
think we have the capability of 
being number one after the re- 
gular season, but the important 
thing is to win the tournament." 
Ifthey do. the final chapter of 
the "Popovich Era" will he the 
best one yet. 
Helms 
awaits 
verdict 
CINCINNATI (AP) — 
The Cincinnati Reds still 
aren't telling interim 
manager Tommy Helms 
anything more than that he 
is one ofthe candidates for 
the manager's job in 1990. 
Reds general manager 
Murray Cook says he is not 
in a rush to select the new 
manager. He has said he 
hoped to make the choice 
before the World Series, 
which begins Saturday. 
But if the decision is not 
made this week, Cook said 
it should be made before 
the winter meetings begin 
Dec.l. 
"We'd prefer to, but it's 
not the end of the world as 
far as that's concerned, 
because we think we know 
pretty much what we 
need, Cook said. 
Cook said Helms will 
h?ve to wait "just like ev- 
erybody else is waiting" an 
undetermined time before 
Cook and team owner 
Marge Schott decide who 
will manage the Reds next 
season. Helms replaced 
Pete Rose — who was ban- 
ned from baseball for life 
because of gambling. 
WM 
NOW OPEN 
THE PET HOUSE 
• Tropical Fish and 
Supplies 
• Small Animals and 
Supplies 
420 Louisiana Ave. 
,»> Perrysburg 
**- 874-6504 
•   Hours 
Mon-Fri 10-8 
Sat. 10-5 
Sun. Closed 
Woodland Mall 
Cinema 
Phone 3»4  Oii» 
img Given. Ohio 
Oct. 6 
thru 
Oct. 12 
Falseh accused. Lnjusth comicted. 
AN INNOCENT 
£  MAN   SELLECK 
2:00. 4:20. 7:00. *20 
Relentless 
2.20. 445. 7.SO. 1 45 
(&) 
BLACK \ RAIN   lUU 
Their lows.    XW      f. 
His rules. @l 
2:10. 4:30, 7:10. 9:30 I   2 00. 
JOHN CANDY WhrnHam 
Mel Salty.. E 
4 15.7:20.9:35 X    2:15. 4:35. 7:00, 9: 
This Theatre AvnllrSle 
For Group Rentals 
Coming Soon: 
"Look Who. Talking' 
DfBenedettO'S Everyday Party Sub 
prices are - $5.50 per foot, up to 
6 ft. long! 
The Olympic Event includes 
Ham, salami, turkey, provolone, swiss, mayo, lettuce, tomatoes, 
onions, peppers, & Italian dressing. 
JUST 24 HOUR NOTICE REQUIRED 
(2 ft. minimum on party subs) 
Did You Know Our 
Homemade Sub Buns have only . . . 
• 3 grams of fat      • 0 grams of Cholesterol 
• 30 grams of Sodium?? (per 5 inches) 
1432 E. Wooster 
352-4663 Free All-Day Delivery 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. MAIN NO COVfeR 
The 
Ray 
Band 
Wed. 
Oct 11 
Alpha Delta Pi Pledge Class Officers Fall '89 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Scholarship 
Activities 
Song Chair 
Chaplain 
Scrap Book 
Human Relations 
Cultural 
Pledge Assistance 
Connie Hall 
Diana Case 
Stephanie Roberts 
Jenny Browse 
Alex Stachowiak 
Angela Finney 
Sheri Alleshouse 
Jennifer Arnold 
Jennifer Young 
Heather Bauer 
Lisa Zielsdorff 
Jane McCann 
lO    IONIWI    October 11,19S9 
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Classifieds 
CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS 
• •The Young Executive Club* • 
Every *fdn.U., Nlghl 
7:30room112BA 
Open to all majors! Fr-Srl' 
•ElClubdeEepenoT 
Conversation Hours 9 00 
Wedneedey OctoMf 11 
al DiBenedetloe 
Attention Ad club 
The flrtl guMl speak* ol the year w* be Mate 
Zaptecki President o( Market Communications 
Group oi Toledo 
The meeting wl be held on Wednesday Oc- 
tober 11, at 7 30 pm. m McFH Center Assem- 
bly Room 
Al Msiors Are WeKome'Come Join the AD 
Club ADvarrtegell 
Attention All Students 
World Student Association Kaa a position a 
vsilable    tor   itsUndergrsduate    Student 
Oovemmenl Rep. H interested, appacatlona are 
available at Intl. Oft. 403 South Hal 
Deadline (Fn ) Oct 13 by 5 PM 
Any questions? Contact tnt'l Oft. at 372-2247 
or Peggy Pak at 353 1962  
ATTENTION NTSA MEMBERS 
We need help on  the Homecoming Fleet 
Tues. 4 Wed. Alter 6:00 P.M. N.W. comer ol 
Wood County Fair Grounds Bring a Frlendll 
Attentions O SE A Members 
Start thinking about your costumes lor the Oc- 
tober 25th meeting   Our Hetoween Costume 
contest-* be s blest' 
8 G CIRCLE K MEETING TONITE 
Everyone Is welcome. 
For service, leadership,   tun  4  a whole lot 
more'Wednesday October 11. 1989 
BABtdg Room 115 
Plus   Get ready to blow Toledo away this 
weekend; Homecoming '89PARTY   GAME   a 
MORE PARTYING 
Just be therei Details at mtg 
Be an Orientation Leader' Applications due Oc- 
tober 19 405 Student Services 
BQSU SKI CLUB 
Seats STULavaHable lor CRESTED BUTTEI 
Warren Miser Mm to be shown Come and io*i 
the fun and ski what we're an about 7:30 PM 
Wednesday 070 Overman 
Caribbean Association^ Annual Harambee 
Unity Crucial Roots REQQAE Party with the 
ARK Bend from Columbus Is on Sat Oct 21 at 
Bp.m mttvsNE Commons (Peace and love ) 
Homecoming Rally 
Thursday Oct 12 7.15PM 
CoeegePark 
93Q'sMason a Diane 
Rame-PrueaM 
Co-Sponsored by A.M A. 
HSA PRESf NTS ARE YOU IN JEOPARDY? 
Tonight in the Honors Centerfbelow Kreischer 
Quad) at 8PM Step I (Students Together Edu- 
cating Peers from the Prevention Center) wH 
(acetate a drug and alcohol Irtvta game. Every- 
onelthet means you) la encouraged to Iota ual 
Questions? Cal the Honors Office 2-8504 
Interested In experiencing s nsw culture snd 
trsve»lng?l? 
Earn 15 BO credit houra studying St the Uni- 
versity ol Ess! Anglla In Norwich. England. 
Info, sessions: Oct. 11. 25; Nov. 8. 22 t Dec. 
6: 411 South Hall. 7:30pm or call Int'l. Pro- 
grama 372-2247. Application Deadline: Jan. 
It.  
Inter national Relations Organization 
General MEeting 7 30pm Wednesday 
403Moseley 
Topic: Todays USSR 
ft la time 
For SPOOKS and GHOSTS 
That la why 
O.S.E.A. hosts . 
on Oca* Wed. 115 ED 
at 1:00 a 
Hetoween Costume Contest 
and party 
'(prizes awarded)' 
NOTICEI ELE ED METHODS PRE- 
REGISTRATION MEETING! Al students who 
applied lor Spring. 1990 Ele Ed Methods 
courses (EDCI 351. 352. 353. 355. 355) are 
expected to attend the meeting, TUESDAY. 
OCTOBER 24. 4.00-5.30. 115 Ed. BUg BE 
THEREI  
See the celebrity alums play Hollywood 
Squares! Friday at noon In the ballroom! 
THE SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRON- 
ISM 
a Middle Agss Re-enactment Group w* be hon- 
ing FKVHTINO PRACTICE tonlte at 8.30 In front 
ol PROUT until 10  Al Lords, snd Ladies sre 
encouraged to stop by 
Women for Women 
General Meeting Oct 12 at 7pm 
Capital Room- Union 
Presentation "By Our Hende" 
a slide show on Woman Artists 
presented by Lane AJdrtdge 
YOU ARE INVITED TO A BAHA'I FIRESIDE 
A FIRESIDE may be a oriel presentation of the 
Baha'l Faith, an internal and open discussion 
exploring lacets ot t:-e Faith, a musical presen- 
tation or lust an evening tor getting acquainted 
October 13. 1989. 7 30pm 
THEME 'WomenandEducation" 
Home ol Jim S Vicky Corbltt 
840 Pearl St. BO 
352-7877 
LOST ft FOUND 
LOST   Gold heart pendant with pearl   Great 
sentiments) vskie Please call Michele 2-4982 
Lost green L.L Bean Jacket w' blue lining 
Men's size evge Lest seen in 103 psych Re- 
ward Please cal 372-6917. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
A TO Z DATA CENTER ' 362-5042 
Complela Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex- 
press. Typing, Resumes. FAX. Copies 
All your typing needs. 
Prompt and prolesslonal 
Call Clara. 352-4017. 
LASERPRINT/WORD PROCESSING 
Term papers. Reports. Thesis. Resumss's 
S1 25 PAGE CALL 353-5170 
Need s caring response 
to your pregnancy concema? 
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER 
at 364-HOPE 
For Into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
and supportive services 
Typing 
SI 36 per page 
3540371 
Word Processing Research papers, resumes, 
snd letters, SI 25/poge Pleaaa call 
874-1573 Perryeburg.      
Come |oln the Homecoming PARADE! 
Thursday Oct 12 al 1:30 
Come |oln the Homecoming PARADE! 
Thursday Oct. 12 at 6 30. 
Ctoigratulstions Phi Delta Theta 
39 Great Years 
Founded st BOSU October 10, 1950 
From 1989 Fsl Pledge Class 
Congratulations1 "Men w/o T-Shirte" 
Men's Intrsmursl Softbel Champa 
We Cams, We Saw, We Kicked   Buttli 
TShlrnuty Yours. 
K.C. 
Congratulations Phi Delta Theta 
39 Great Years 
Founded at BGSU October 10, 1950 
From 1989 Fsl Pledge Ckvsa 
Congratulations Phi Delta Theta 
39 Great Years 
Founded at BGSU October 10. 1960 
From 1989 Fal Pledge Class 
Cralg'E'wmn 
Chne "Hurray" Burke 
Brian "Hugo" Bargar 
CONGRATS 
Sigma Phi Epelon 
Co-Brothers of the Week 
Date Sigma PI Delta Slgmapi 
Delta Sigma 
Ma- 
rti lucky to have you as my BrG-l know wel 
have a greet lime" 
DO ' DO' CELIA CASTELLANO 'DG ' DG 
Congratulations on Homecoming court! I love 
you and with you the beat ol luck! 
The best ol lucki 
Love. Gabby 
Dl Benedetto's 
Everyday Party Sub Prices are: 
SS.50 per root 
Up to Sit. long! 
Only 24 hr. notice required 
Call 152-4663 
For pick-up or delivery 
PERSONALS 
Come kiln the Homecoming PARADE! 
Thursday Oct. 12 at 6:30 
Come Join the Homecoming PARAOEI 
Thursday Oct 12 at 6:30 
Don't trass out on hsvlng your resume sent out 
to over 150 companies A great way to secure 
a permanent position ss wel as co-oos   Due 
Oct 12m. 7 30 BA l 10  
DZWENDY DUNBAR !)<■ 
I hope you know how much it means to me that I 
received you as my big' I love my big: you're 
the beat! 
DZ love and mine. 
Angle 
Every Mon-Fn 8- 10PM 
WBOU S6.1 FM 
The best in R A B, Rap and Dance Music 
m Northwest Ohio 
POWER SS 
AOTT AOTT AOTT 
Beth 2a wick I 
You're en aweeome AOTTII 
Have a greet sreehll 
Alpha love end mine. 
Your Secret Panda 
ATTENTION 
T-SNrtSole 
Mon-Thurs 11 30-4 30PM 
Only S6 In the Union Oval 
Sponsored by Phi Epallon Kappa 
Big Mouin Audio would Ik* lo thank the totow 
ing groups lor their support this semester Delta 
Zeto, Kappa Kappa Gamma. PI Beta Pin. Beta 
Theta Pi. Kappe Delia. Alpha Gamma Delia. 
BRIAN BECK 
CONGRATS ON BEING SELECTED SrG EP 
BROTHER OF THE MONTH 
B.C.S.U. HOMECOMING 1989 
"PRIME TIME 89" A SALUTE TO BROADCASTING 
HOMECOMING PARADE 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1989 - 6:30 PM. 
ROUTE:  ICE ARENA WEST ON RIDGE TO N. 
COLLEGE, NORTH TO COLLEGE PARK 
)OIN THE PARADE AS IT PASSES YOU BY AND 
FOLLOW IT TO COLLEGE PARK FOR THE 
HOMECOMING RALLY AND BON FIRE 
AT 7:15 PM. 
FEATURINC 93Q'S MASON & DIANE 
BE IN ATTENDANCE FOR THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE 
HOMECOMING COURT FINALIST, SPEECHES BY COACHES 
AND PLAYERS, THE POMMERETTES, CHEERLEADERS, 
MASCOTS, SICSIC, FALCON MARCHING BAND AND THE 
RAFFLE OF OVER 50 PRIZES INCLUDING A 
TRIP FOR 2 TO FLORIDA 
RAFFLE TICKETS MAY BE PICKED UP DAILY FROM THE 
AMA TABLE IN THE UNION OVAL IF YOU ARE WEARINC 
YOUR HOMECOMING BUTTON. 
Browns vs. Slsslsrs 
Sunday Oct. 16th 
at Brathaua 
Bar open 12:45 PM 
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA 
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA 
BURGER K ING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA 
Coach K.C. 
FtnssTy! Your very own personal1 And flrtaay an 
intramural t shirt'  Congrats on your title ol 
BOSU men's Softbal Intramural ChampaMAnd 
you even beat those Sigma Chla') 
Loveya- 
Goose 
HOT AIR BALLOON RIDE RAFFLE 
Sponsored by: 
The Commuter Off-Campus Organization 
Tickets avaathli Itom October 4-11 
In front ol Moseley Hsl 
. 50 cente a piece or 5 lor S2 00 
' GAMMA PHI BETA ■ GAMMA PHI BETA ' 
Kris Is Spenrwiger 
Congratueltions on being selected 
outstanding member Weallovoyou! 
'PM SH3MA KAPPA * PHI SIGMA KAPPA* 
CongratuaMona PHI SIOS on winning the AOTT 
Softool tournament  That Is two phiisnthropies 
in a row Phi Sigs 
JUST KEEP DOING ITI 
Adoption Happily married couple of 14 yrs We 
promise your chad e loving home snd financial 
security Devoted stay at home mom. caring 
dad and one big sister. Al medical 6 Legal ex 
penssepald Cal collect (419) 822-9288 
Alpha Omicron Pi and Beta Theta PI 
Etiquette and Ice Cream 
8:00 Wedneaday. Beta House 
AOTT AOTT AOTT 
Jenny Wlltlord 
Have  a   great   weekend!   You're  a   super 
sIsllLovsys, 
Chris 
FAKE ID'B 
Peace at your Door with Fake ID Remain Slant, 
don't incriminate yourself Tali to S.L S before 
you talk to the peace 372 2961 
FUIJOHNRUSTFUI 
I had a great time Friday, but no more scoping 
the  waitresses ' And thsnks lor accompanying 
me on our 02 voyage to Mexico I'm glad you 
had fun! 
FIJUDELTA ZETA 
The Brothers ol Phi Gemma Delta would Ike lo 
congratulate Paul Chambers on his lavalierlng to 
Jute Sheer  
FOLLOW THE PARADE TO THE PEP RALLY 
AND BON FIREIM THURS. OCT. 12 AT 
7:15 AT COLLEGE PARK. 
FOLLOW THE PARADE TO THE PEP RALLY 
AND ION FIREII THURS. OCT. 12 AT 
7:1 SAT COLLEGE PARK 
FOLLOW THE PARADE TO THE PEP RALLY 
AND BON FIREII THURS. OCT. 12 AT 
7:1 5 AT COLLEGE PARK 
FOLLOW THE PARADE TO THE PEP RALLY 
AND BON FIREII THURS. OCT. 12 AT 
7:16 AT COLLEGE PARK. 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Joanna Sweebe 
Congratulations on your acceptance to Mortar 
Board and on being president ol FMA 
Your Sisters are proud ol you" 
Gamma Phi BetalFIJI 
FREEZE FRAME 
Detail to corns 
Hollywood Squares!) 
Hollywood Squereell 
Only on PRIME TIME '"«!! 
Hollywood Squares!! 
Hollywood Squarsi 11 
Only on PRIME TIME'89!! 
Hollywood Squsres!! 
Hollywood Squereell 
Only on PRIME TIME 'Sill 
Hollywood Square*!! 
Hollywood Squarea! I 
Only on PRIME TIME 'MM 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE COED DOU 
BLES RACOUETBALL • OCT 11; COED 3 
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL • OCT 17; MEN'S, 
WOMEN S CROSS COUNTRY - OCT  18 ALL 
ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 PM IN 1 08 SRC 
INTRAMURALS WRESTLING OFFICIALS 
NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL IN STUDENT 
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE AND APPLY IN 108 
SRC BEFORE OCTOBER 30TH 
Invade Britain 
Earn 15 BG credit hours studying al the Univer- 
sity ol East Anglla m Norwich, England Info 
sessions Oct. 11. 25, Nov 8. 22 snd Dec. 8: 
411 South Hal 7:30pm or cal Int'l Programs 
372-2247 Apcecation Deeotne. Jan  19 
KDKDKDKDKD 
Happy 21 st Birthday Chaunteli 
Have tun! 
Love ya. Paula 
THE 
OF" VCINGS 
THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS 
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL 
("GET AN EXTRA T/TOOZ E"N"WI"NGS"1 
J WITH PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE I 
| ORDER OF HOT, BBQ OR WISEGL'Y I 
WINGS WITH COUPON I 
COUPON EXPJREjj 10/31/89 J 
EA.T ^VTT  SPOTS 
FREE DELIVERY 
ll:O0 A.M. TO 2:00 A.M. 
125 E. COURT      EVERYDAY     352-SPOT 
Welcome to the Real World 
Fr.nJJ:e, ^e've £rfiT.T,|Jk 
Sue* Fr«.;<!<, wlisft » 
Urt/ovir JV\'>K£, 
£nook\im&1 
/ 
by Fred Wright 
I'm Lcuvi'ijd /««   For-   Tn£ 
(S-on'llq &yr from Syl£}J^ 
LISA KARCHER 
Happy 20th Birthday to my   little" sister I'm so 
glad you era at B.G. now. Have a good one. 
LoveMichele 
Management Ckib Meeting 
Thursday, October 12,198S 
7 30 BA 110 
Come hear our speaker and Don't forget re- 
sumes sre DUE'AB Majors Welcome 
Need to Sharpen your Interviewing skills 
Help Is available: 
Oct. 12 al 3:30 
Oct. 16 at 3-30 
Oct. 18 at 2:30 
Come to Ihe Coop Office 
236 Admin Bldg. 372-2451 
PHI DELTA THETA 
Vote lor SCOTT MANN 
lor 1989 Homecoming King 
Good Luck Scott' 
PHI DELTA THETA 
PHI MU ' PHI MR) ' PHI MU 
UfPhlMus. 
Tonight la the nigh thai you have al been wait- 
ing for' Don't be nervous, we love you all Ge 
PSYCHED because It Is gong to be a BLAST! 
The queoson la: Do you know who la 'your' 
BK3? See you al tonight! Love. Your BIGS'PHI 
MU • PHI MU • PHI MU 
PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MU 
LI'Tort 
I'm so excited lor tonight! You are an awesome 
little' Do you know who I am yet? Just re- 
member: what you think may be. may noil Your 
very excited Big See you Tonight I'??? 
PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MU 
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMU 
LI'Jennie Doe- 
Gel psyched lor tonight' I 
Love, Your Big 
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU 
PKA ' DAVE STOYKO ' PKA 
We think you're AWESOME!! 
7777  
POWER 88 
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP 
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC 
WBOU 88 1 MON-FRI8-10PM. 
POWER 88 
Sly dog. 
Thank you so much for a great time Saturday 
night I had a blast Now it is time lor me to re- 
turn die favor Get ready tor an aweeome 
Homecoming' 
Love. Fraydog 
Stay luned lo PRIME TIME '89MI 
Stay luned to PRIME TIME '89111 
Stay tuned to PRIME TIME '69111 
Stay luned lo PRIME TIME 'S9III 
STUDENT    COUNCIL    FOR    EXCEPTIONAL 
CHILDRENShare In the excitement! 
408 Ed. Bldg 
Oct 15. Sunday 
Everyone welcome!! 
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO 
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO 
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING 
The BROTHERS OF PHI SIGMA KAPPA would 
Ike to thank our AOTT softbel coaches Klm- 
berly Dlcxsrson. Stephanie Clapper, and 
Diana Case for cheering us on to victory. 
The Brothers ol Phi Gamma Delta would axe lo 
congratulate Tyler Baeaman on his recent lava- 
taring to Alyda Johnson Way lo go Hun! 
The Brothers ol Theta Chi would like lo con- 
gratulate It's B-team softbsll pisyers on en 
excellent tea son...and wa said NOI 
To     Kenny.    Paul.    Angeto.    AJ.    Rick.    S 
Brett Hope you guys do wel this weekend. You 
guys are the nicest guys in Darrow Hal 
GO FALCON FRESHMAN'! 
Love. 
The girls Irom Kreisher 
Weer your Homecoming button 
lo win special prl/aa!!! 
Wear your Homecoming button 
to win special prizeslll 
Wear your Homecoming button 
to win speclel prizeslll 
Weer your Homecoming Button 
to win Special Prizeslll 
Win $100 00. $50 00 or $25 00 Sigan up 
donors lor BGSU Blooddrtve Pickup apple m 
UAO office 3rd Floor Union thru Frt Oct 13 or 
cal 353 3697 
WANTED 
1 Female Roomete Needed to Sublease Apart- 
ment lor Spring Semester Cheep Rent, close 
to Campus cal 353-8139 lor more Informa- 
tion . Ask for Cathy or Carotynn 
1 female roommate to take over Spring semes- 
ter leaee-kve with two other girls si Piedmont 
Apt* -Can move In after finals Cal Meatia at 
354 7142  
1 male needed to sublease tor spring 90 
S140'mo Csll 354-5929 Ask lor Todd 
1 non-smoking female to sublease spring Own 
room, one block horn campus Cal 353-7531 
1 or 2 auoatsaers lor Spring 89. cheap 1 bdrm. 
apt. close to campue on S College-heel in- 
cluded call after 5pm 354 6723  
No may rent-no deposit 353-8319 
1 female roommate needed Spring semester 
All utilities psid except elect 
We need two non-smoking females lo sut+sese 
apt lor Spring '90 semester' Unfurnished apt., 
air cond, laundry, and ressonsble rent! Cal 
Amy or Uaaat 363-5729(a«er 5:00) 
HELP WANTED 
$300 00 > $500 00 a week part-time Our Arm 
la looking for dependable men and women from 
si mayors Intrigued? 1817) 485-1848 • Market- 
ing PS  
Afternoon sitter tor hyperactive 9 yr. old boy 
Mondays and Wednesdsys Cal alter 9:00 PM 
352-0790 
ATTENTION - HIRMGI Government |oba ■ your 
area     $17,840    -    $89,485      Call 
1-602 838-8885   EXT R 4244.  
ATTENTION EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS' S32.000/year income potential De- 
tails (1)802-838 8885 Ext Bk4244. 
BE ON T.V many needed lor commercials 
Now hiring al ages For casting Info Cal |615) 
779-7111 Ext T-461 
Chrtslmaa Gal Shop In Need ol manager 
Strong Organizational and sales skies neces- 
sary For more information contact Nancy at 
Toledo Humane Society Cal 891 -0591. Be- 
tween g-5p.m. 
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring al poernone Both 
skUted snd unskilled For miormatwn Cal (615) 
779-5507 Exl H-1432 
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE 
FULL-TIME 6 PART-TIME 
DURING BGSU CLASSES 
Our company is seeking employees to perform 
unaklled eght production work. Flexible hours 
around cleaa schedules can be arranged Plant 
location la only 2 blocks from BOS U   cam- 
pus The rale of wage is $3.35 per hour. If in- 
terested cal the company office al 3542844 
or pick-up application at Advanced Speciality 
Products, me.. 428 Ctough Street. Bowling 
Green. Orso  
Experienced larm boy tor Fal harveet wfth In 3 
mass of BO Cal 886-4861  
Help Wanted: experienced cooks snd wait- 
resses for 1 si A 2nd shifts Apply in person st 
Denny's N Baltimore 
Help Wanted 
PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINER; Workout 
companion lor 36 yr. old male Sotoflex. free 
weights, gen titness No Prev experience ex- 
peeled rs. flexible, wagea negotiable Send 
Info, including hrty. wage expectations lo Box 
454, BG, Oh 43402  
Help Wanted:   Bartender  S Waitress   Apply 
Within 2 004 OOp   m Mon-Fn   The Elka Club 
Hole Wanlod WOULD YOU   IKE TO   OFFER 
DISCOVER CREDIT CARDS? 
Are you available lor only a lew houra/week? II 
so. cal 1 ■BOO-932-0528 exl 4 Wel pay you 
as much aa $10/hr. Only 10 positions avaHa- 
Me 
Need a live-in sitter from Oct 12 throuogh Oct. 
29 Hours needed are in the em'a to gel 2 kids 
off to school S afternoons when they get home. 
Please cal 352-1234. alter 9PM lor more m- 
lormation 
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Sum- 
mer.Yr round. Al Countries. Al fields Free 
mlo Write UC. PO Bx 52-Corona DM Mar CA 
92625 OH-03  
Some Other Place 
Bowing Green's original party bar la back.We 
need  bartenders,   doorman,  wall  stall,   and 
OJ. a Apply 178 E Wooeter. anytime 
TELEPHONE OPERATORS 
Earn up lo $7/hr tor new advertlaing promotion 
In the area Part time mornings or evenings 
Flexible with schedule Cal 352-3888 
Young's News Stand - part-time immediete 
position. S3 50 per hour Apply In person to 
178 S Main SI   Bg 
FOR SALE 
1989 Hugo GVL 
Exceeent Condition 
AM FM cassette S 20.000 miles 
Rust-prooled. FWD 
352-4119. after 8pm 
2 men* suede costs, SZ 38 M  1 Chess King 
tan w/Sner,  1   Penneya burgundy w/fleece. 
Excel Cond 354-5950 
ATTENTION ■ GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 
(U repair) Delinquent tax property. Reposses- 
sxyis Cal 1 -602-838-8886 Exl GH 4244 
ATTENTION • GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI- 
CLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes Corvet- 
tes. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 
1-802-838-8885 EXT A 4244 
Eptphone 12 string guRar 
Ikenew' $175ortrade 
363-7868 
Pine cottee S End Table $45 Fslr isle sweeter 
roy«blue$100 372-7479 days only 
FOR RENT 
3 targe single rooms sre avassbte lor Spring 
semester in a huge 5 bedroom house with 2 
bathrooms snd 2 kitchens Only 1 block from 
campus with reasonable rent. Non-smokers 
prslerred Cal us at 3 53- 4 7 54 tor a tour' 
A subleases needed lor the Spring Sem 90 A 
studio apt $250/montn plus utlUMs. within 
walking distance to the university. Pleaee cal 
354-2628 
Apt. For aubleaas. Spring Sam., for 1 or 2 peo- 
ple  Completely Furnished   Extremetyclose lo 
campus'Good View Csll Jim 353-91 70 
Needy new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath*, unfum. 
apt Stove, retng S dshwaahsr included Aval- 
able now stsrongst $410/month 
Cal John Newlove Real Estate 354-2280 
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments has 1 snd 2 bed- 
room apartments available as wel a* efficiency 
apartments Also taxing applications lor current 
and spring semester leases Three greet loca- 
tions, heat included, maintence, laundry, etc. 
Cal 352-9135 or come to 400 Napoleon Rd 
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking 
appacatlona for our efficiency apartments lor 
the current and spring semeslsrs leases Three 
great locations, heat included, maintenance, 
laundry, etc Cal a! 352 9135 or come to 400 
Napoleon Rd 
Got a news tip? 
A hot story idea? 
Call the News at 372-26Q3. 
